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How We Took Hold of Long -Range Planning
by CLARENCE A. DANIELSON

all companies have the essential knowledge to begin a long -range
A planning program
without outside counsel. Because it is relatively new as
T PRESENT,

a formal business technique, long -range planning is one of the few activities
in which the major participants can make up the rules as they go. Some day,
if it becomes systematized, there may be rules and specialists to use them. However, the main requirement now is to "build a fire under your imagination" and
get started. Experience with and use of such a plan will develop the necessary
degree of proficiency.
This article presents our company's approach to the formulation of a long range plan. Since the plan covers all facets of the business, it is not the creation of any one individual. However, the accountant, as a specialist in compiling and interpreting business data, plays a key role in recommending courses
of action. As a beginning, we send to each division and department manager an
outline indicating the purpose and procedural steps of the plan. It is in the
following form:
1.

2.

Purpose of the plan.
a. To establish meaningful objectives and definitions to guide
future actions of the firm.
b. To provide a plan for deliberate and immediate action to
achieve growth.
c. To coordinate all actions of the firm within a definite framework.
Procedural steps to accomplish the plan.
a. Assess and evaluate present strengths and weaknesses.
b. Identify promising areas of expansion of present operations.
c. Classify and categorize new ventures for growth through research or possible acquisition.
d. Factually project present business operations and tentatively set
long -range goals for five to ten years ahead.
e. Compare goals and projections for possible revision.

CLARENCE A. DANIELSON, Minneapolis Chapter, 1959, is Group Controller, Archer Daniels- Midland Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota. He has been with his company since 1948.
Mr. Danielson was Controller, Bell Oil & Refinery Co., Los Angeles, California, for seven
years and, earlier, was a member of the cost staff of Shell Oil Company, also in Los
Angeles. In 1935 -36, he participated in an Accounting Internship Program in Sweden.
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f.

Formalize the long -range plan in writing and relate it to financial analysis.
g. Follow through with established plans.
The remainder of this paper is concerned with the approach followed in accomplishing each of the procedural steps outlined above.
Assessment and Evaluafion: Where Are We Sfrong for Weak)?
The diagnosis performed under the first heading was not merely a compilation of the assets available to the firm but also an analysis of those strengths that
would be useful in expansion and /or diversification. We focused attention on
present product lines and products, together with manufacturing techniques. In
addition, we assessed the raw material position in relation to product use, i.e.,
purchased material, captive material, intermediate material and finished products related to industries served. We set up charts displaying the types of
materials, the products calling for them and the kind of customers consuming
them.
We analyzed marketing strengths, including industries to which our products go. The products and market level was appraised with a view to answering
such questions as: Are the most needed products being provided? Is the firm
geared to the ultimate rather than the immediate use of products? Marketing
personnel was evaluated as to experience, training and effectiveness, as well as
to present marketing capacity compared with potential.
Production facilities were evaluated as to major use, practical capacity, and
quality and condition of equipment. We reviewed the experience level of production and engineering personnel. We also assessed management skills. What
kinds of problems could management solve? To what fields could it contribute
in the operation of new products or new company acquisitions? Research laboratory and personnel were similarly evaluated in terms of capabilities and accomplishments. One question to be answered was whether research facilities
and special equipment could prove valuable in expansion into related or new
fields.
In analyzing the financial condition of the firm, we attempted to determine
the amount of money available for expansion either in present product lines,
new products, or acquisitions. The projected price of the firm's stock, based on
quoted values, was charted to determine whether trading in currently outstanding stock might be more advantageous than selling new stock. The timing
of available funds is very important. Growth plans must be made to conform
to this timing.
6
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Expansion of Present Operations —What Are the Influences?
To identify promising areas of expansion, investigations were made of our
research, marketing and production activities. The leading consideration here
is marketing, i.e., what we can expect to sell. Under the heading of marketing falls the identification of the major external factors that affect the company's sales volume and profits. Important external variables we looked for
were:
Trend of national business conditions.
Trend of business conditions in the company's industry.
3. Relative strength, technically and economically, of competitive
companies.
1.

2.

Few companies are fortunate enough to have well- defined arithmetical relationships of sales and major external factors. Over- attention to national trends
holds a danger in that it injects a note of hopelessness if businessmen feel subject to the indications. But businessmen should be setting trends, not following
them. It would be better to ignore economic trends than to be enslaved to them,
but they can be useful if an objective effort is made to determine the extent of
their influence on the company's business and to design methods of countering adverse trends, rather than submitting to them as inevitable. Selection of
index is a factor. Gross national product, total industrial production and population trends are complex indices and not specific enough to be useful for our
product lines. Our method of handling the economic trend problem was to
identify a reasonably logical index with which sales of each major product line
might vary. The index chosen closely relates the product and the service it performs.
Competitive factors were counted among the external influences involved in
making sales projections. The written plan ultimately contained a paragraph
discussing the abilities of leading competitors in each field, including a brief
identification and appraisal of foreign influences. A summary of the best information available quickly brought out some of the important items that were
pertinent in correctly gauging the strengths and weaknesses of competition.
Sales projections were made for each product line by volume and estimated
percent of market. These were supported with substantiating data or reasons
why the projections were realistic. Proposed marketing programs, business
indices, new products, etc., were used to show how the forecasts were determined. Whenever possible, our sales forecasts were based on at least two independent sources of information. Usually, field reports from salesmen were compared with statistical predictions, providing the opportunity for one source to
M A R C H . 1962
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serve as a cross -check on the other. How these sales forecasts shaped up is diagrammed in Exhibit I against five years of experience and five of projection. Even
with luck and a lot of refinement of technique a sizable error can occur in the
sales forecasting, especially for a five -year period.
This can be disconcerting but, in our estimation, does not necessarily render
the plan useless for, with the possible exception of the first year, accuracy is not
the most important feature of long -range plans. Planning is not budgeting.
Budgeting requires greater accuracy. Long -range planning, by its very nature,
must cover a span of years. The kind of thinking required for this is frustrated
by a demand for pinpoint accuracy. Our sales forecasts are the honest anticipation of sales and costs, without demanding provable accuracy. They represent
the best estimates at the time. The first year, which is described in some detail,
is actually a budget; the next few years are more loosely forecast.
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New Ventures —What and How?
In order to classify and categorize new ventures for growth through research
or possible acquisition, a general survey was made in those areas that appeared
to be the most promising. This program was segregated into two phases. The
first consisted of the development of criteria for judging areas of growth, collection of growth ideas, study and evaluation of the more promising areas for
growth, and development of recommended areas of expansion. A review was
made of all previous studies and recommendations the firm has had over the
past years. It required contact with all peop!e who might contribute ideas for
growth, such as research, marketing, production, development and outside research groups. Ideas were screened and classified by general industry categories.
The more promising areas were then studied in depth against the criteria available for all facts pertinent to those products and /or industries that survived the
original judgment evaluation. The second phase involved the development of
recommendations for new products to be acquired through research or through
other companies considered prime candidates for acquisition.
In evaluating research objectives, certain key ideas and motivations apply.
These are as follows:
1. Capture of certain segments of the market which have previously
been inaccessible.
2. Diversification of uses for present products or present types, i.e.,
application of present technology and research to new industry.
3. Improvement in quality, production, engineering, cost reduction
techniques, plant modernization, etc.
4. Development of completely new products, product types, industries,
new technology in manufacturing and other ideas for further
evaluation.
Research ideas once conceived must be evaluated and approved. This is no
easy matter because sometimes a good deal of time elapses before the original
idea can be brought to a point of fruition. Therefore, research ideas must be
constantly re- evaluated as progress implementing these ideas and expanding
them continues. The point at which research ideas are actually formalized and
incorporated into definite future fields will vary according to the complexities
of the program. However, when such new ideas have been fully developed and
evaluated, they will become a firm part of our long -range planning.
Growth through acquisition sometimes is more rapid than growth through
research; however, there is a tremendous element of risk in the latter. Procedural
Steps a and b in the list given earlier evolved directions of thought and pointed
to those industries and areas where acquisition opportunities might be possible.
M A R C H . 1962
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Industries approved for expansion will be checked to determine which firms in
that industry might be the most desirable for acquisition. Much information
about good and poor companies in each industry is already available within the
present company structure. Individual companies will be checked against criteria
hitherto developed, on the basis of all available information. For the purpose of
developing the plan, it will not be necessary initially to contact any outside firm
which might be a candidate for acquisition. However, enough information must
be developed so that, at the proper time, negotiations can be started in a
promising manner.
Long -Term Goals and Projection of Present Operations
From the criteria developed in the activities described in the foregoing sections
of this paper, it was possible to set tentative long -range goals five years ahead.
Projections were then made to determine the results of present operations and
the outlook for the period of the long -range plan. It was felt that these studies
might reflect that a certain segment of our industry is in a declining position,
while others are in a growth position. Such projections of present operations
were then added to the plan forecast at the proper point in time. This was also
done for forecast results of operations from new developments through research
or acquisition. The projection of present operations, as a whole, made it possible
to undertake a study and review of the long -range goals.
The narrative portion of the plan was reviewed to determine whether the
goals were attainable within the scope of the firm's capabilities. A realistic and
factual appraisal was made of each segment of the plan. If the goals were too
high and the proper management, manpower and technical skills were not available, such requirements were to be added or, if impossible to add, the goals were
reduced to come within the scope of the firm's capabilities. Conversely, it could
have revealed that a potential exists within the firm capable of goals much
higher than those originally set. In this case, revision should be made to fully
utilize the firm's capabilities to the maximum.
The Plan in Writing
After thorough review of the tentative plans and establishment of long -range
goals, the entire program was formalized and reduced to writing to permit continuing review and revision. It was also necessary to reduce the plan to figures
for proper financial planning. The written plan consists of an introduction
followed by detail reports. The introduction is a concise narrative summary of
10
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the firm's present position in industry, briefly highlighting the present operations.
The objectives of the long -range plan and ultimate goals which are to be
achieved are stated. A brief review of the firm's marketing position, production
facilities, research capabilities and management skills was also included. Contemplated major changes were highlighted, as well as summaries of necessary
capital requirements. In addition, we indicated the projected effects of the plan
on the financial position of the company.
The detailed reports were sub - divided into five sections as follows:
1.
2.

Marketing
3. Research and development
Manufacturing or production
4. Management
5. Financial analysis

Marketing. This section contained a detailed appraisal of the strengths and

weaknesses of the present marketing organization and a forecast of sales. Charts
relating the progress of the firm to projections and to applicable economic
indices were submitted. A review of the major customers and names of competitors and types of competition which exist and can be expected were included.
Some attention was given to the necessity of advertising expenditures and their
relationship to increased business. This section also included a review of the
present and projected marketing personnel. Possible acquisitions of other companies, with a narrative disclosure of the likely magnitude, type of acquisition
and contribution of these acquisitions to the firm, were summarized in some
detail in this section.
Manufacturing or production. A detailed review of the firm's manufacturing

facilities, stating their present condition together with modernization or expansion programs was included, in detail for each facility. Present and projected
capacity for each facility was scheduled. Distribution and warehouse requirements, present and projected, were fully covered. In this section, a projection
of inventories, as well as details of total manufacturing costs, was made. Charts
were prepared projecting production capacities against projected sales. Charts
were also prepared showing projected savings from plant modernization and
expansion programs. Also prepared was a review of the company's labor relations, union contracts and status of negotiations, with projections into future
labor relations.
Research and development. This section dealt with present technical manpower capabilities of research and development staffs. Projects which were in
progress, as well as those contemplated, were shown in detail. Charts were presented by year, showing the estimated expenditures for research and development
in relationship to projected sales. The expenditures were further sub - divided to
M A R C H . 1962
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include classifications such as basic and pioneering research, product and process
improvement, assistance to sales, investigation of new ventures, etc. We assigned
an estimated dollar cost to each of these classifications. Available historical
evaluation of completed research products was included as an indication of the
magnitude of this expense as compared with revenue over a period of time. We
anticipated and stated general trends of the research and development plan, and
the direction which it will take.
Management. In order to record management strengths, complete analyses
of top and middle management were made. Description of the organizational
responsibilities, as well as an organization chart, was prepared and included as
part of this section. If long -range planning goals necessitated increased management personnel or a change in organization, such items were spelled out; a
projected organizational chart was included as part of the formalized plan.
Necessities for recruitment, on the job training and outside training programs
were set forth and evaluated.
Financial analysis. A summary was made covering the analysis of capital
expenditures necessary for the implementation of the plan. This capital expenditure analysis was for each year of the plan. It was given in five sections as
indicated below:
1. Basis for cash flow —years in which capital expenditures will be
made.
2. Basis for return on investment —year in which project will be completed and capitalized.
3. New depreciation as a result of capital expenditures.
4. The effect of capital expenditures on level of inventories.
5. The effect of capital expenditures on level of accounts receivable.
A profit and loss projection was made for each year of the long -range plan.
With this and the foregoing schedules, it was possible to project complete cash
flow schedules, balance sheets and return on investment schedules. Numerical
reduction of the long -range plan is merely one of the evaluating procedures
which management must use in appraising the soundness and tentative results of
the plan.
The Follow Through
Once the plan was formalized, approved in principle, and adopted as the
course which the firm would follow, it was essential to implement the plan.
The vagaries of business conditions may sometimes indicate that realization of
the plan may be delayed or accelerated. However, a well - conceived, well12
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thought -out plan is made for the long view without regard to short -range peaks
and valleys in business conditions. The plan will be periodically reviewed,
revised and brought up -to -date in light of experience. This we expect to do no
less frequently than once each year, taking into account unforeseen changes
which may have occurred through research, acquisition opportunities, general
economic business climate and governmental actions.
Time to Start
Scientific long -range planning is still in its infancy; however, with the help
of modern computers, modern mathematical techniques and other modern tools
available to management, it should be less of a problem, as time goes on, for any
company to at least get started in this up -to -date technique of business management.
The foregoing has been a summary description of our approach to a long range plan. To be sure, we are only in process of accomplishing all that we have
set out to do. Also, there may be areas we have overlooked or in which we have
miscalculated. However, we feel we are moving in the right direction and that
it behooves every firm that wishes to stay alive for the next twenty years to start
using long -range planning now.

MARCH. 1962
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Direct Costing Can Be Applied to a Job Shop
by W. H. LUNDQUIST*

B

ASICALLY,

direct costing involves recognition of the difference in behavior between

period costs, which arise from keeping the physical and organizational capacity to carry
on the business in readiness for use, and direct costs, which are additional costs incurred
when that capacity is used in carrying on the business. Recognizing the difference in behavior between period and direct costs is as important for a job shop having physical
facilities in readiness for use, and an organization for operating the physical facilities and
otherwise serving customers, as it is for a process manufacturer. The main difference
between the two is tha t, instead of producing a number of u nits of one or more produ cts,
the job shop produces orders.
Direct costing has the same application for controlling costs in job shop operations as
in process industries. Budgets for the period costs are established on the basis of the
capacity that management has decided to maintain. Allowances for the direct costs of
orders are, in effect, estimated when quoting on the order. Actual costs incurred are
compared with the budgets and the allowances. The accounting plan is designed to differentiate between period costs and direct costs of specific orders.
The managements of job order operation are called upon frequently to make decisions
on quoting jobs and to revise forward plans. If anything, they must do this more often
than managements of process operations because of the generally unpredictable nature of
job order business. Here again, direct costing is helpful.
Consider the case of a manufacturer of large custom -built machinery that manufactures
to order only, nothing for stock. Each order is ma de to engineered specifications. Three
types of manufacturing operations are involved: ( 1 ) foundry, ( 2 ) machine shop and ( 3 )
erection (assembly).
Materials, direct labor, and certain supplies and expenses (such as the cost of electricity
used to operate electric furnaces in the foundry) are direct costs. Management, supervisory
and clerical salaries, repairs and maintenance, heat and light, material storage and handling,
and depreciation are period costs.
In preparing quotations, direct costs are estimated and shown separately from period
costs on the cost estimating sheets. An overall predetermined percentage of direct costs
is used to add foundry period costs. Since the machine shop is comprised of equipment
varying considerably in size, original cost and maintenance required, predetermined machine -hour rates for each machine class are used for adding period costs to estimated direct
costs. For erection, a predetermined direct labor -hour rate is used for estimating period
costs.
The final quotation is not a routine adding of direct and period costs, but results from
a careful weighing of direct costs, "total" costs determined by using the predetermined
period expense rates, competitive situation, size of the order, need for business and a
variety of other factors often not subject to precise measurement.
*Manager, Management Consulting Services, Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery,
Philadelphia.
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Doubtful Areas in Lease Capitalization
by CHARLES G. W ALKER

this article to discuss the reporting requirements for
I long -term leases byinreviewing
the various arguments put forth by proponents
T IS MY I NTEN TION

of lease capitalization. I do not intend to try to discuss whether the methods
being currently followed in actual practice are adequate and in complete agreement with authoritative pronouncements but, rather, to discuss the merits of
such capitalization.
Provisions of Regulation S -X and ARB 43
The Securities and Exchange Commission in Regulation S -X, Rule 3.18 entitled, Commitments, has this to say about contracted obligations:
"(a ) If material in amount the pertinent fact relative to firm commit ments for the acquisition of permanent investments and fixed assets
and for the purchase, repurchase, construction, or rental of assets
under long -term leases shall be stated briefly in the balance sheet or in
footnotes referred to therein.
"(b) Where the rentals or obligations under long -term leases are
material there shall be shown the amounts of annual rentals under
such leases with some indication of the periods for which they are payable, together with any important obligation assumed or guarantee
made in connection therewith. If the rentals are conditional, state the
minimum annual amounts."
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, recognizing the increased importance of leasing in the modern day business world, had this to say
about long -term leases in Chapter 14 of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43
issued in 1953 by the Committee on Accounting Procedure:
"5. The committee believes that material amounts of fixed rental and
other liabilities maturing in future years under long -term leases and
possible related contingencies are material facts affecting judgments
based on the financial statement of a corporation, and that those who
rely upon financial statements are entitled to know of the existence of
such leases and the extent of the obligations thereunder, irrespective
CHARLES G.
and Walker.
is a graduate
Baton Rouge,

WALKER, Baton Rouge, 1960, C.P.A., is a Partner in the firm of Bernard
Formerly with Arthur Young and Company, Houston, Texas, Mr. Walker
of the College of Business Administration of Louisiana State University,
Louisiana.
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of whether the leases are considered to be advantageous or otherwise.
Accordingly, where the rentals or other obligations under long -term
leases are material in the circumstances, the committee is of the opinion that:
(a) disclosures should be made in financial statements or in notes
thereto of:
(1 ) the amount of annual rentals to be paid under such
leases with some indication of the periods for which they
are payable and
(2 ) any other important obligation assumed or guarantee
made in connection therewith;
(b) the above information should be given not only in the year
in which the transaction originates but also as long thereafter as
the amounts involved are material; and
(c) in addition, in the year in which the transaction originates,
there should be disclosure of the principal details of any important sales- and -lease transaction."
As may be noted from the above, disclosure of all important facts connected
with long -term leases, when material, is an unqualified requirement. Regarding
purchases which may be disguised as or named leases, Bulletin No. 43 reads
further:
"6. A lease arrangement is sometimes, in substance, no more than an
installment purchase of the property. This may well be the case when
the lease is made subject to purchase of the property for a nominal
sum or for an amount obviously much less than the prospective fair
value of the property; or when the agreement stipulates that the rental
payments may be applied in part as installments on the purchase
price; or when the rentals obviously are so out of line with rentals
for similar properties as to negative the representation that the rental
payments are for current use of the property and to create the presumption that portions of such rentals are partial payments under a
purchase plan.
"7. Since the lessee in such cases does not have legal title to the property and does not necessarily assume any direct mortgage obligation,
it has been argued that any balance sheet which included the property
among the assets and any related indebtedness among the liabilities
would be incorrect. However, the committee is of the opinion that the
facts relating to all such leases should be carefully considered and that,
where it is clearly evident that the transaction involved is in substance
a purchase, the leased property should be included among the assets
of the lessee with suitable accounting for the corresponding liabilities
and for the related charges in the income statement."
In much of the current discussion, there is overlooked the importance and
]6
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emphasis thus placed on the capitalization of long -term leases where there is
effective property ownership (current or expected) with related liability. Also
overlooked is the requirement in appropriate cases to include the leased property and the corresponding liability in the balance sheet. If this particular pronouncement is followed closely, the clear meaning is that long -term leases not
so included have no incidents of ownership or liability as such but provide
only for use and enjoyment of the property, with a corresponding liability (rent)
for this use and enjoyment over the period of its exercise.
However, the pronouncement quoted does not imply, as some writers seem
to suggest, placing leases on the balance sheet if they are not, in fact, purchases.
For example, Charles A. Carroll in his article "Long -Term Leases as a Financing
Device" (N.A.A. Bulletin, May 1960), makes the statement that:
"Reporting of lease liability on financial statements may be considered an acceptable accounting procedure, since it may be construed as
a form of the disclosure required in Accounting Research Bulletin No.
43 of the American Institute of C.P.A.'s."
This hardly agrees with Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 which does
not contain a suggestion that long -term leases be included in the balance sheet
(if they are truly leases) but only that disclosure be made, either on the balance
sheet or in notes to it.
Not Debt but —What?
With the point in mind that in true leases there is no property ownership
and no liability of the sort which goes with property ownership, what then is
left? There is not a purchase, only a lease contract. Basically, just what does
this contract say? To me it says, "I will allow you the use of certain property
that I own in return for your promise of certain consideration payable as you
use the property; and in return for your promising to use this property for a
certain period of time I promise to make or continue to make it available for
your use for this period of time." Even those most in favor of capitalizing longterm leases agree that the obligation is not "debt." Yet they cling to the thought
that an asset has been acquired. They seem to have reached some middle- of -theroad approach. For example, John L. Hennessy in "Recording of Lease Obligations and Related Property Rights" (The Journal of Accountancy, March
1961) states:
"Lease obligations should be described for what they are, based upon
the facts, and accordingly they would not be described as 'debt.' "
What is this obligation to be, then, if it is something more than a rental
M A R C H , 1962
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and yet not debt. As we will find later, many of the major arguments of the
proponents of long -term lease capitalization depend, nevertheless, on comparing it with debt. Nowhere are good arguments for capitalization of leases
based on sound accounting theory alone. It is this which should be kept in mind
as we examine arguments of lease capitalization proponents. They must face
up to the need to support their arguments with theory, not just with comparison
of certain elements of leases with debt or a comparison of asset ownership and
contract rights. Take a look and see whether or not their arguments rest upon
solidly based theory or whether they are a Pandora's box of half- theories, comparisons with non - related items, and coincidences.
The "Net Lease" Provisions
One of the arguments for treating leases as financing instruments is the frequent "net lease" provision, in which the lessee agrees to pay all the expenses
in connection with the leased equipment. These expenses could include such
items as repairs and maintenance, insurance, taxes, etc. The argument by the
proponents of lease capitalization is that this tends to imply ownership. But, is
this implication of ownership of primary importance or of secondary importance? Does it characterize the lease transaction? Certainly the "net lease" provision is important. It makes sense from the standpoint of the lessor, who
qu'te naturally is interested in a net profit from the transaction. It usually benefits the lessee, also, in that it gives him a lower cost because of his control of the
expenses enumerated, which otherwise the lessor would tend to charge liberally
in order to protect himself against unexpected variations.
First, let us look at these expenses that the lessee has legally contracted to
assume. What distinction is there between these items that are thus made
necessary to continue the leasing arrangement and the amount of the payment
to the lessor? If the taxes are not paid, if the leased item is not maintained
in operating or useful condition, if insurance is not carried, the penalty is loss
of the right to use of leased facilities. I see no distinction between these items
and the rental payments; both are covered and required under contract; both are
necessary to continued enjoyment of the leased premises. Why should we not
report all these items among liabilities in the balance sheet in the same manner
as the (suitably discounted) lease payments, with a corresponding increase
in the asset representing the right to use of leased facilities?
But what about the leases in which there is no net lease provision, where the
lessor pays these various continuing operating costs? We are told that we should
discount for the interest factor the lease payments which we are to set up as a
18
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liability. We are informed that not breaking out the so- called interest factor
from the lease payments as an administrative expense could distort the cost of
goods sold figure. But nobody mentions the factor of taxes, insurance, maintenance and repairs. If a portion of the gross rental is interest, is not a portion
also assignable to these other items which the lessor pays, but which on an
ownership basis would fall to the lot of the lessee?
It is hard to see why a net lease provision makes an owner out of a tenant.
Whether there is, or is not, a net lease provision, one can interpret taxes,insurance and maintenance as part of the rental or as operating expense. Such choice
of interpretation does not, to my mind, make it necessary to call the lease a sale.
Credit Worthiness of the Lessee
Proponents of lease capitalization are also inclined to use one feature natural
to any major financial transaction, to impute effectual ownership. Jack F. Rhodes
in "Financial Leases Belong on the Balance Sheet" (N.A.A. Bulletin, December
1960), states that:
"The credit worthiness of the lessee as a factor in negotiations is a
consideration in leasing which brings it close to other types of asset
financing. Just as the acceptance of a company's debt instruments, such
as bonds and notes, depends upon the company's character, capacity,
and capital, the primary factor in a financing lease is the degree of the
lessee's credit worthiness, which likewise depehds on these three basic
elements. The importance of the lessee's credit standing is one of our
most convincing bits of evidence that lease financing is a form of debt
financing."
It is certainly not deniable that credit is checked closely in many cases
before leasing. Does a credit check imply ownership transfer? Do we not
check credit in many of our other business and financial transactions? Does not
the degree of credit checked or demanded vary directly with the general and
broad use of the facility to be leased? Would the lessor be a prudent businessman if he did otherwise? If a company wants a ten -year lease at the going
rate on office space in existence, which will require no additional capital outlay
on the part of the lessor, it will not take long for the lessor to satisfy himself
as to the credit of the lessee. It is a routine, not a special, factor in passing on
the contract.
Similarity of Instruments
Much to do is made by those who would capitalize leases, over the similarity
M A R C H . 1962
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between debt - incurring instruments and lease instruments. Certainly many of
the terms are fairly similar, but does this mean that the purpose of these requirements is the same in debt instruments and lease agreements? I think not.
One of the first similarities dwelt upon is the commitment for a series of payments over a fixed period of time. But are these items the same as in an installment purchase? Normally, with debt financing, some down payment is
made and then the balance of the debt is amortized in a period somewhat less
than the life of the asset. With leasing this does not follow. In many cases
there is no down payment and the term of the payments extends for various
periods, from a portion of the life of the leased item to its full life. At all
events the lease payments normally extend over the expected time the asset is
to be used by the lessee. Are we doing any more here than simply making provision for payment as the lessee obtains benefit from the use of the leased
facility?
Another similarity pointed out is the equivalence of rental payments to interest and return of capital. Mr. Rhodes further states that:
"Inasmuch as the rental payments are determined through financial
annuity tables, with little consideration for the going rental rates on
comparable equipment, we must conclude that rental payments are actually equivalent to installments against purchased equipment or payments of principal and interest, even though in practice they are not
recorded as such."
It well may be here that, if the rental payments bear no relation to the going
rental rates on comparable equipment, we do have a purchase disguised as
a rental. As already stated, balance sheet treatment is in order.
These similarities are no more than coincidences. Let us look at the primary
thinking behind these two forms of payments. Debt payments are made in order to amortize the principal. Lease payments appear to me not to have the
same primary factor. They are nothing more than agreed -upon prices for future use or enjoyment of the leased facilities.
The Asset Side of Lease Capitalization
Another point made much of by lease capitalization proponents is the correlative placing of an asset on the balance sheet. That this is possible seems to
them to confirm the illusion of purchase which they have conjured up.
It goes without saying that, in order to place a liability on the balance
sheet for the lease obligation, some form of asset must be placed on the other
side of the balance sheet. What form does the advocate of lease capitalization
propose for this asset? In this case, do we place an asset as such on the balance
N.A.A. BULLETIN
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sheet? No, we place the right to use of the asset on the balance sheet.
If it is proper to capitalize the right to use of a leased asset as given under
contract, then it must follow that it is proper to capitalize any right under contract. Why should we not also capitalize all the other myriad forms of business
contractual arrangements, such as management employment contracts, long -term
purchase contracts for goods or services, long -term service agreements, and
certainly royalty and licensing agreements. Are not all of these items as truly
rights which are indispensible to carrying on orderly business affairs as rights
to the use of certain productive equipment or spaces?
As Alvin Zises said in his article "Disclosure of Long -Term Leases" (The
Journal of Accountancy, February 1961) :

"In the case of large mail order and merchandising companies
which sub - contract for the manufacture and purchase of merchandise,
the effect of capitalizing such commitments would be astounding.
"Where utilities contract for purchase of power, the effect would be
equally amazing. A common, and I believe astute, practice of investor owned utilities in the Pacific Northwest is to execute long -term purchase
agreements to buy power generated by publicly owned power districts.
... I see little difference in disclosure principles and requirements between a firm twenty -five year power - purchase agreement and a firm
twenty -five year lease on the generating station which produces the
power."
Let us go one step further. What about interest on bonded indebtedness?
Here there is an even more assured liability than under most forms of lease
arrangements. Why should not the "right" to the use of the borrowed money for
a certain specified period of time be even more readily susceptible to capitalization and contra liability than a lease?
Valuation of the Asset Capitalised
The valuation of the right to use of leased facilities is usually passed over
fairly lightly on the basis of the going concern concept under which cost substitutes for value. Reduction takes place as cost is assigned to income produced.
But this concept recognizes that cost may not always be spread evenly over future periods. Rapid depreciation methods are an example. Current value of the
asset must not be entirely ignored but must be taken into account, even if only
secondarily. Then, too, even under the going concern concept, it is entirely possible that the leased asset could become worthless to the continued operation
of the business. By what number magic could this material decline in value
be reflected in the balance sheet?
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Determination of the Amount of Liability
On the basis of the going concern concept, the liability for the lease is valued
by the proponents of lease capitalization as being the face amount of the lease
obligations, discounted for assumed interest. Those opposed to lease capitalization have repeatedly pointed out that many leases have some types of cancellation clauses or minimum rental clauses, and that even those which do
not are normally not enforceable for the full amount of the lease payments in
the event of bankruptcy or reorganization. Even where the lease is in default,
there is considerable doubt as to the enforceability of any provision that makes
the lessee obligated for all unpaid rentals in excess of the lessor's actual damages.
Proponents of capitalizations do not argue the point that this smaller amount
of liability may well be the only actual liability in event of bankruptcy, reorganization, or default, but rely on the going concern concept. Obviously, we will
need equipment, quarters, labor, and material if we continue to operate. Is this
convincing? Do we try to place a liability on the balance sheet because of the
necessities to continued operation? Shall we capitalize a few years' purchases?
What is there about future rentals that make them any different?
Suppose that the present long -term lease for assets deemed absolutely essential to continued operation is about to expire. The capitalized amount and
corresponding liability will surely be close to zero. Yet the same need exists.
We obviously must make immediate arrangements for either purchasing similar
assets or entering into a new lease agreement. If future need is a basis for capitalization and valuation, then the fact that we have or do not have a contract
for the supplying of these needs would seem to be of secondary importance.
We would seem to need an asset and liability for them anyway!
More Footnotes, Not Less
Proponents of long -term lease capitalization impress on us that footnotes regarding leases are confusing and misleading to the reader of the financial statements. I can only conclude that they feel that footnotes will not be required
under lease capitalization. I submit that, instead, there will be a flood of footnotes. Some of the numerous concepts and answers which will have to be
disclosed could include:
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1.

What method of discounting was used in arriving at the amounts
included in the balance sheet?

2.

Over what term are these items to be amortized, or what period
does the liability cover?
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i. What is the basis for valuation of the asset? (Is there a material
difference between the "cost" of the asset and its true worth ?)
4. What is the actual liability in event of bankruptcy, reorganization,
or default?
5. Do we have the right of sub - leasing the asset; what termination
privileges exist?
Certainly these are only a few of the items which may well have to be covered
in footnotes. If the task of the reader of the financial statement is difficult now,
I feel that capitalization of leases will make it almost hopeless.
And Why Not Short -Term Leases?
If it is good accounting theory to capitalize long -term leases, why is it not
good accounting theory to capitalize material short -term leases? Substantial
short -term leases may well be of as significant interest to third parties and readers of financial statements as long -term leases. For example, the capitalization
of short -term leases could make a very large change in the current position of a
company. Or, what about recurring short -term leases of an automobile or truck
fleet? Should these be ignored? At least we should be consistent and treat all
material leases in the same manner.
Not at Present Supportable

will

If we are to capitalize leases, then it must be done because it is good accounting theory. We cannot capitalize them only because they are leases. We must
be able to spell out a set of circumstances and say, "All items that fit these
be handled in this manner because it is good theory." Howcircumstances
ever, any expression of the theory of lease capitalization opens the way to numerous other items that fit the same pattern. We are given a great many reasons why leases should be capitalized. We are told that they are like debt, but
at the same time are told they are not debt. We are told that we must put this
"right" on the balance sheet, but at the same time it is to be restricted to leases
only. We are told the going concern concept recognizes a valuation which has
nothing to do with market or replacement value or firm and completely enforceable liability, but, at the same time, I am sure it is not intended to try to
capitalize as assets and liabilities all future requirements that will arise out of
a company's continued operations.
I have not meant to imply in this article that I think our present treatment
of long -term leases is the ultimate answer. They pose a real problem to the
accounting profession today, but it is one that must be solved on the basis of
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good theory. The balance sheet traditionally attempts to recognize a firm's
owned assets and its liabilities. It appears that, especially on the liability side
of the balance sheet, we are getting further and further removed from this basic
concept and more into the area of attempting to record possible future events.
With the present examples of deferred income and deferred income taxes, and
with the gradual approach of lease capitalization and price level depreciation,
it may well be that we are today starting to recognize a basic change in the
concept of the balance sheet. Possibly, this trend will lead us to the eventual
evolution of a new statement which would reflect these important concepts,
but leave us the balance sheet as we now know it.
I have not intended to give the impression that I am against lease capitalization because it is change. However, until the proponents of lease capitalization
base their arguments on good accounting theory, I am forced to conclude that
it is a castle in the sand not supported on a solid foundation.
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Inventory Valuation Lacks Accounting Standards
by JOHN V. van PELT, III
for Inventory seems to be one of
F the most elusive matters on oftheaccounting
whole accounting horizon. Different inIN D IN G T H E P R OP E R M E TH O D

dividuals have totally different concepts of what is right and proper in this area.
Since accounting for inventories is such an important element in the determination of periodic earnings, it is pretty clear that those who hope to establish
accepted accounting practices have before them the monumental task of resolving differences

of

opinion.

The "How Do We Stand" and "How Have We Done" Conflict
In general, the content of inventories has been fairly well settled for more
than 1 5 0 years, but the question of valuation for purposes of stating the financial condition and the relation of inventory to the results of operations is still
far from settled. As Maurice E. Peloubet points out: "The two conflicting ideas
of place and purpose of inventory may be summed up in the attempt to answer
one or both of the questions, 'How do we stand ?' or 'What have we done ?' "'
As recently as the early part of the twentieth century, the accountant's statement was prepared principally for credit purposes; liquidity was the primary
focus of interest. At this time, the important question was "How do we stand ?"
This called for the currently realizable value of inventory. However, a basic
accounting postulate proscribes anticipation of profits, so the accepted basis at
that time resulted in valuing inventory at cost so long as such cost was not higher
than realizable value. After the adoption of the Federal income tax, this then
prevalent accounting practice became accepted for purposes of computing taxable income. Initially, there was no clearly defined method of computing cost
though, generally speaking, a majority of those business enterprises which recognized inventories used either a first -in- first -out or an average cost, since these
methods were easy to understand and relatively simple to administer. However,
"Inventory Values and Profit Measurement," Industrial Accountants Handbook, Wy man P. Fiske and John A. Beckett, Editors; 1957, Prentice -Hall, p. 5o6.
JOHN V. van PELT, III, Birmingham Chapter, 1959. C.P.A., is Vice - President- Finance
and Controller, Vulcan Materials Co., Birmingham, Alabama. He has occupied his present
position since 1958, following extensive experience in executive accounting posts with
industry, as a Manager and Staff Member of Arthur Andersen & Co., and in the Naval
Reserve from which he retired with rank of Lieutenant Commander. Mr. van Pelt is a
graduate of Columbia Law School.
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certain industries used other methods, particularly identification of specific item
or lot, base stock and standard cost.
The U. S. Treasury Department was prone to look with disfavor on any
method which tended to lower the cost value of the inventory and so decrease
income at the time of its application. As a result, the base stock method, which
was designed to eliminate inflationary factors from the minimum quantities
required to run the business, was attacked. In Lucas vs. Kansas City Structural
Steel Company, decided April 14, 1930,2 Justice Brandeis wrote an opinion
determining the method to be improper. This led to efforts on the part of industry to obtain Congressional approval of some similar method. In 1939 the
"elective method," more commonly known as "lifo," was written into the
Internal Revenue Code.
More recently questions have been raised as to the propriety of long- accepted
inventory valuation practices. If we wish to properly report the results of operations, the question of importance becomes, "What have we done ?" This involves a different attitude from that necessary to answer the "How- do -we- stand ?"
question and its primary consideration with liquidity. The basic postulate of
accrual accounting, which should be the fundamental objective of inventory
accounting, is the matching of appropriate costs against revenues.
On this basis, the starkly illogical nature of "lower of cost or market" stands
out. Moreover, except for certain elements of rigidity induced by the necessities
of embodying a procedure within a legislative code, the "lifo" method becomes
an obviously proper method for those industries in which the inventory is a
substantial part of the assets and there is a general balance of purchases and
sales within an accounting cycle. As an accounting technique, the base stock
method provides a sounder method than "lifo," but its lack of acceptability for
tax purposes imposes serious burdens on its general use.
Furthermore, the matching operation requires a careful review of the cost
content that is carried forward from one accounting period to another and has
led to the development of various degrees of direct costing. Needless to say, the
Treasury Department, when the question is specifically raised, will resist direct
costing strenuously. The Government's position will not revolve around the
question of the proper method of stating income but will be predicated solely
on the question as to which method would produce the highest level of currently
taxable income. Some companies have used the direct costing method in their
accounts for many years; the Service has failed to make a sufficiently detailed
examination of the costing methods followed to recognize that period costs are
2
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written off as incurred. Under such circumstances, the service is hardly likely
to attack the method at this time, since any change in computing taxable income
required by the service today would result in restatement of taxable income for
years beginning after January 1, 1954, but the basis of the inventory on hand
at the beginning of that period would be comparably increased with no cost to
the taxpayer.

Acceptability of Deviations from Cost
Where does the accounting profession stand officially on the subject of inventory accounting? The only official release on the subject is contained in Chapter
4 of the Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43.3 This chapter provides relatively
wide latitude in so far as the application of any specific theory is concerned.
The chapter reiterates the basic postulate of accrual accounting by setting forth
that the principal purpose of inventory accounting is the proper determination
of income through the process of matching appropriate costs against revenues.
The chapter also affirms another basic accounting postulate by requiring consistency of application of any method adopted. Except for spelling out three exceptions to the use of costs, the chapter deals primarily with general suggestions.
Since deviations from the use of cost would seem, at first blush, to be at variance with the first postulate above mentioned, namely, that the purpose of accrual accounting is a matching of costs against revenues, it is interesting to note
the exceptions permitted from the use of cost. First, it is stated that, when the
net realizable value of inventory is less than actual cost, such lower value is substituted for cost. (To this precept three members of the committee objected in
varying degrees.)
Without attempting to debate the soundness of the move to depart from cost
as a fundamental valuation process for accounting purposes, the matter of timing of the writedown presents exceedingly interesting problem areas. For example, the public accountant may be making his examination of inventories at
year -end and would consider only relationships between market and cost at that
time. However, management may value inventories monthly or, in the case of
some raw materials where prices are related to trade and commodity exchanges,
on a continuous basis. At what time should this writedown to market, when
below cost, be made properly? The bulletin states by footnote that goods written down to market at the close of the fiscal period shall be considered to be
carried at cost for subsequent periods, when at such reduced amounts. It is rea3

Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research Bulletins, 1953, Committee on AcPublic Accountants.

counting Procedure of the American Institute of Certified
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sonable to suppose that the term, fiscal period, refers to a year. But suppose
that an accountant gives an opinion on a financial statement at some interim
date, at which time inventory writedowns to market were required, would he,
for subsequent examination purposes ignore as a new cost the written down
value? This seems almost impossible to believe. These questions indicate that
more thinking is required on this matter of timing.
A further element of inconsistency should at some time be clarified. It is the
specification referred to that cost shall be considered in future periods to be
written -down value to market. The Treasury regulations governing the use of
the elective method of inventory accounting require that, at the date as of which
the election to use "lifo" is made, the initial base shall represent inventory cost,
and specifically requires the reversal of 'any writedown to market. Since the
accounting profession is willing to adopt as an accepted practice the requirements of "lifo" accounting as established by the Treasury Department, there
are clear exceptions to the specific mandate contained in A. R. B. 43 that market value becomes a new cost.
The second instance in which deviation from cost is considered to be acceptable applies to inventories representing agricultural, mineral and other products,
units of which are interchangeable and which have an immediate marketability
at quoted prices and for which appropriate cost may be difficult to obtain.
A. R. B. No. 43 is explicit that, in instances where this procedure results in a
valuation above cost, this fact should be fully disclosed. Obviously, this latter
requirement presents a troublesome point, since one of the conditions for the
use of the method is the inability to determine the very cost that must be compared with the valuation.
Finally, the bulletin provides for a deviation from the use of cost when it is
necessary to reflect in a current period accrued net losses on purchase commitments for inventoriable goods which will be delivered and paid for after the
close of the period. In this situation, the losses are reflected only in the event
that future sales prices of the related products would be reduced because of the
loss in value in the goods after their physical receipt.
Two Other Areas of DiMculty
Beyond these matters, A. R. B. No. 43 is not concrete in dealing with the
real problems of inventory accounting and provides no fundamental guidance.
Possibly this indicates that any practice which is consistently followed may be
acceptable. There are two primary areas of difficulty which occur in almost all
production industries to a greater or lesser degree. The first of these is the content of cost which should be chargeable to inventory and the second is the allo2R
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cation of cost to the production of by- products. These two areas will be considered in turn.
What Cost Contains
The matter of content of cost presents a variety of problems. Discussion of
certain of these will serve to suggest the wide variation in practice that must
be considered in laying down any basic rule designed to have general application
to inventory accounting.
Procurement stands out as the first to mention. It is probably safe to say
that, in substantially all cases, inbound transportation costs should be added to
the cost of inventoriable purchases but that differing practices exist in connection with the handling of procurement costs. In some business enterprises, material purchases are taken into inventory with a loading to cover the cost of the
purchasing department and possibly stores department handling. However, in
a department store, the buyer of goods is a departmental cost. In many companies, the procurement and storage- handling costs are loaded at the time of
issue from inventory and do not affect the prior carrying value. Industries which
are heavy users of basic raw materials, such as cotton processors, do not charge
salaries and other costs of raw material procurement officers to the inventory
value of the goods.
Possibly one explicit rule could be adopted to state that all costs which are
directly related either to the procurement by the enterprise of goods in a con &tion ready for sale or so changing an item to produce salable goods should be
carried as a cost of sale of such goods at the time they are disposed of. The
rule could also state that, on the other hand, cost incident to the handling of
such goods after they are in the condition in which they will be sold should be
included in period costs. A statement to this effect would seem to be in accord
with the treatment of warehousing costs in two of the industries we just looked
at, i.e., the department store and the purchaser of cotton fiber for spinning and
weaving. The department store does not generally add to the cost of its merchandise the cost of maintaining a warehouse and the cost of moving the goods
from the warehouse to the actual selling department. In the case of the department store, the goods are ready for sale when they are received. However, the
cotton textile processor will fabricate the cotton fiber he receives and, as a
result, he adds to the value of his cotton rentals paid for public warehousing
or includes in his production overhead the cost of warehousing at the mill.
Granted, there is still room for dispute in connection with such items as the
cost of procurement where an inconsistency of handling obviously exists. Where
there is a bona fide purchasing department or procurement officer, it might be
M A R C H . 1962
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reasonable to establish a rule that his costs, to the extent they are directly related to procurement, should be apportioned among the goods that he actually
buys.
The problem of cost content is greatest in the manufacturing process itself. It
is at this point that we become involved in the controversy as to whether to
apply costs on a direct or absorption basis. Matching costs with revenue is easy
to accept as an abstract idea. It is in the field of production that we come face
to face with the question of what costs are appropriate to the revenues of a
specific period. Exponents of direct costing contend that only those costs that
vary directly with volume of production should be specifically matched with the
revenues arising out of the sale of the article produced. Adherents of absorption costing, on the other hand, would apply allocations of large segments of
production overhead to the content of inventoriable cost.
However this area of controversy is ultimately resolved, current practice is
predominantly that of absorption costing. This would apply plant overhead,
fixed and variable, to inventory cost on some basis. This attempt embraces such
a wide variety of situations that they should not be passed over with summary
comment, especially in the case of irregular use of production facilities. Normal
burden comes particularly in question here. A great many companies use what
is called a normalized burden base to prorate overheads to standard cost of production. This base is predicated upon absorption of overhead by an assumed
average level of production over a period of several years. The method relieves
the inventory account of violent fluctuations in cost which come from excessive
or diminished volume in any one year. It has such general usage that it probably could be defended from attack by the Treasury Department if a company
had followed it consistently, though it fails to meet the usual concepts of inventory accounting ordinarily followed by treasury agents.
A steel mill operates at 90 percent of capacity in one year and, in the succeeding year, operates at 50 percent of capacity. Should not the operations of
the year in which the mill operates at 50 percent of capacity bear the full brunt
of this lower volume, rather than permitting the shifting of some of this cost
impact from one year to another by the route of inventory values?
There are a wide variety of inventory situations in specific lines. What should
be the inventoriable cost in a quarry in the northern regions of the United States,
which operates for nine months of the year and is closed down for the remaining three months? The problem is complicated if we assume that, during the
three -month period of no production, the bulk of the personnel is retained and
used in general maintenance. If production at the quarry is shut down on December 1, should the inventory value of stone on hand at November 30 be
30
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increased by reason of costs sustained by the quarrying facility through the
month of December, even though no additional stone is processed? This would
seem unreasonable.
Chapter 4 of A. R. B. No. 43 contains only one provision for all this variety
of situations. It appears in discussion of Statement 3: "It should also be recognized that the exclusion of all overhead from inventory costs does not constitute an accepted accounting procedure." This comment is truly remarkable in
that it leaves open almost any construction, thus satisfies substantially all exponents of each differing school of inventory costing. It would seem that a more
specific statement would be far better. As a personal statement of what appears
to be desirable standard practice, I would say that inventory costs include not
only direct production costs but also those elements of overhead which are directly related to the production process. An exception would need to be made
that inventoriable costs would be overstated to the extent that they included
costs referrable to idle facilities. It may be presumptuous to suggest a solution
to a subject that has obviously been a matter of deep consideration by the accounting profession, but it appears as though the subject has not really been
approached with a desire to resolve the problem.
However, it is essential, for the protection of business, that the accounting
profession should adopt some form of statement on inventory costing which
can be used as protection in discussions with the Treasury Department. One
can hardly blame the Congress of the United States for permitting the Secretary
of the Treasury to make accounting determinations, via Internal Revenue Code
and regulations, when, in such an important area of accounting as this, the profession itself has been unable to formulate standards as to what properly determines income.
By- product Cost
As previously mentioned, another area of difficulty in inventory costing is
that which involves the production of by- products. Walter S. Gee states:
"No definite rule can be laid down for the treatment of by -products.... By- products may be sold without further handling; they may
be processed into salable products; or they may become raw materials
for subsequent operations. Under good accounting practice, the cost
of the main products are credited with the fair market value of the
by- products. In other cases, where by- products are sold, the income
realized from the sale of the by- product is considered as a miscellaneous income item and not a credit to cost." 4
4 "Cost Determination," Financial Handbook, Robert N. Montgomery, Editor; Ronald
Press, 1925, p. 136.
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In those instances where substantial physical quantities of goods are produced, representing either seconds or by- products, with marketability of these
goods being a normal and continuing practice, the value to be accorded such
goods in inventory at the end of any accounting period becomes a real problem. I believe that in such cases, an aliquot portion of the cost should be assigned or transferred from the first - quality goods to the second or by- products,
except that losses on disposition of the seconds or by- products should be reflected as a cost of the first - quality goods and should not be carried to the inventoriable value of the seconds or by- products. When items of waste are salable
only under certain conditions and may not necessarily be so salable, then the
accounting should differ.
It seems clear that, where there is a continuing market for the by- product,
some value should be assigned to any quantities which are on hand at the end
of a given accounting period. However, where the marketability of the product is uncertain and is dependent upon the happening of an event which of
itself may or may not come about, no value should be assigned to the physical
qualities on hand. At the time of their sale, the proceeds should be treated as
other income rather than the sale of ordinary products. It would seem, under
these conditions, that, to credit the proceeds to cost would represent entering
to the current period's production a credit that was unrelated to its operations.
Some Suggestions
In summary we have reached this situation: Accountants have not only failed
to resolve or even particularly state inventory practices that most soundly reflect
income but have also been influenced by the legislative or administrative decisions related to the Internal Revenue Code. Clearly, an area that is unprotected
by accepted business practice or specific legislation opens up an avenue of interpretation that can ultimately lead to the application of varying modes of treatment, any of which will be adopted solely in the light of tax assessments.
The situation would be different if accountants were to go further in outlining the details and limits of proper inventory accounting. Congress may see
fit to legislate in favor of or against some particular practice but would, nevertheless, be helped by a more understandable position of accountants with respect
to inventories. Ideally, it should lead to elimination by Congress of the Internal Revenue Code provision which permits the Commissioner to specify accounting practices that in his opinion properly reflect income. However, before accountants can present to Congress a convincing case that they are capable of
determining proper inventory accounting, they must resolve present areas of
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inconsistency and inadequate expression, without reference to the previously
declared position of the tax collector.
It might be well to offer suggested principles that could clarify areas in which
dispute as to a proper practice has existed in the past. These suggestions are as

will

follows:
1. Keep cost as the sole basis. Eliminate as a practice the utilization
of cost or market. Change direction of thinking to the question
"what have we done ?" (However, it should be required that obsolescence or damage be reflected when such events occur.)
2. All costs directly related to the procurement of goods in a condition ready for sale or so changing an item as to produce salable
goods, should be a cost of sale of such goods at the time they are
disposed of.
3. Cost incident to the handling of goods held for sale after they are
be sold, should be included in
in a condition in which they
period costs.
4. No costs related to a period of shutdown of production facilities,
other than for regularly scheduled vacations or repetitive maintenance programs, should be added to inventory.
5. Subject to the preceding principle, inventory costs should include
not only direct production costs but also those elements of overhead which are directly related to the production process.
6. Where substantial physical quantities of goods are produced as
seconds or by- products, with marketability of such goods being a
normal and continuing practice of the business, an aliquot portion
of cost, but not in excess of cost that will cover all cost of marketing the product, should be transferred from the first quality goods
to the seconds or by- products.
7. Where the marketability of a second, by- product or waste is uncertain and dependent upon an event which of itself is not definitely
predictable, no value should be accorded to physical quantities on
hand at the end of an accounting period; at the time of sale, the
proceeds, less any substantial related amount of marketing cost,
should be treated as other income, rather than profit from
operations.
Whether or not the above suggestions are considered to be adequate solutions
for the problem areas at which they are directed, is beside the point. If accounting is to properly serve industry of the country, it must find answers with general acceptability and convince Congress that its determination of accounting
practices will be determinative. As a closing point, the profession should not
make the mistake, in obtaining acceptance of its position by Congress, of indicating that, in no case, would there be deviations from the announced princiM A R C H . 1962
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pies for purposes of determining taxable income. However, in case of a deviation the burden of sustaining the validity of his position would be on the taxpayer.
Moreover, accountants should make it clear that use of common principles
would not mean that the computed inventories as shown by the books and those
in the tax return would necessarily be the same. Except as Congress may condition use of a method on conformity between the books and tax return, it
should be clear from the code that other factors than application of accepted
accounting principles will almost invariably lead to differences between book
and tax accounting and that any sections of the code or any regulations implying that, in general, the two should be the same, are outside the intent of Congress. Schedule M is an adequate tool for reconciling these differences.
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Three Applications of Price Indices in
Property Accounting
by ROBERT H. McCLEARY
with which the reader will need to be familiar in
T order to progress through this
article, as it is intended that he should, and
HERE ARE SEVERAL THINGS

to look forward to the practices to which it is devoted. These elements are
the broad outlines of Sylvania's business and property accounting practices, a
brief indication of what means are used to obtain reliable price indices for
items making up the property account, and a look ahead at the three diverse
ways, to be described, in which values on the indices are paths to practical
results.
The Company and Its Property
The receiving tube operations of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. is a multi plant operation. The company's main product is receiving tubes and other small
electronic tubes which range in size from 1/ 8 inch to 11 /Z inch inside diameter.
These tubes are classed by generic groups such as (listing from small to large)
subminiatures, miniatures, octal and T- 1 2 .
Among its activities the company has six large manufacturing plants and
three smaller feeder plants. Its manufacturing equipment is highly specialized
and the greater portion of it was designed, developed and constructed by its
two equipment construction plants. A good many of its products were developed by its large engineering section and tested in its pilot production plant.
The finished product is shipped to a central plant where it is retested and dispersed through warehouses located throughout the country. There is also a
centrally located warehouse for surplus equipment. All idle or surplus equipment is stored in this warehouse, where all scrapping of obsolete equipment
is performed and where all sales of used equipments are held.
For manufacturing purposes, a complete set of production equipment is required for subminiatures, another for the miniatures, and a third for the octals.
Change -over between the family groups within each category is somewhat
simple, while a change -over between the subminiatures, the miniatures or the
ROBERT H. McCLEARY, Pennsylvania Northwest Chapter, 1955, is Supervisor of the
Equipment Control Section of the Receiving Tube Division of Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc., Emporium, Pennsylvania. He is also Insurance Coordinator for the Division. Mr.
McCleary has held these posts for the past ten years. A gradua te of Colby College, he
has done gradu ate work at the University of Detroit, Harvard and New York University.
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octals, is a major task of re- building or converting equipment. This is due to
the difference in machines, dies, construction, spacing, etc., and results in our
characteristic system of issuing and withdrawing the equipment. To equip one
plant to manufacture all three categories would require complete production
machinery for each of the three groups, an expensive matter. On the other
hand, to set up certain plants for specific categories would require a steady
volume of sales per category; this is not the case —the relation of sales volume
between the categories fluctuates very rapidly.
Hence, Sylvania bases its machinery requirements for each division on the
total needed for the production requirements and actually provides the equipment in those terms. It takes the projected or forecast production by categories
and determines the amount of equipment required to produce the estimated
production. This production is then scheduled to the individual plants by
various categories by type or family groups, with due consideration to equalization of work -load between plants. Proper manufacturing equipment is then
transferred from the equipment warehouse to the plants as required, and returned to the warehouse when it becomes surplus in the 'individual plant. This
allows a most efficient operation with a minimum of capital investment.
The Equipment Item Accounting System
It also requires an especially effective system for keeping track of productive
equipment. Property accounting has been mechanized for several years. The
input data flows from the individual plants through the division to a central
data processing plant. The output is returned to division for analysis and control purposes. Considering that there are approximately 18,000 pieces of capital
equipment, careful attention must be given to all input data. This becomes
more apparent when one realizes that, in order to maintain the proper manufacturing and test equipment in each plant to meet scheduled production requirements, around 100 pieces of equipment are transferred each month.
Basically, the mechanized accounting system is simple. Each capital item
has its own tabulating data card created from input data at the time the item
is capitalized. The card contains such information as asset number, description, acquisition cost, purchase date, account classification, depreciation method,
location in the plant, cost center, department, insurance code, and other pertinent information. Whenever any change in status occurs, such as change in
location, the card is pulled and reproduced with the new and correct information. These cards thus represent an up -to -date inventory control file of the
capital equipment.
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Current first cost, amount depreciated, and net book values, by plant locations, by cost departments, are reported monthly. The same information is
available in various sequences such as by plant, by account classification, etc.
All movements of equipment are covered by transfer approvals issued by the
division equipment control section which has jurisdiction over the equipment
warehouse. By the use of master cards matched with the inventory control cards,
the monthly depreciation entries are computed. This can be done by individual
computations or by substituting summary cards with the totals of depreciable
groups by location. Present -day machine computations are fast and the use or
non -use of summary cards is usually determined by the saving in time versus
the sorting and summarization required.
Since the inventory control cards can contain only 80 digits of information
per card and since these cards can only reveal the status of the equipment as
of a given time, these cards, at the central data processing plant, are backed up
with hand - written history record cards at the division. The latter, again prepared for each piece of equipment, contain all the information on the inventory
control cards, with the addition of more descriptive data and reference to the
purchase requisition. Specific characteristics of the item, as well as a record of
all the changes in location from the time of acquisition to time of removal,
give a complete history of each item.
So much for the individual item records which give us an unsurpassably
complete picture of our equipment and permit us to assign it to various plants
within the division or transfer it elsewhere much in the manner of a library
circulating a book. It can be imagined that such a record has many uses. In
this article, we are describing three uses which involve the relationship of cost,
as shown on both the control and history cards, with replacement values established by use of appropriate price indices.
Illustration of a Price Index
The key feature of a price index is its appropriateness, which has a close
correlation with its accuracy. We use price indices developed for us by the
Factory Mutual Engineering Division of Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Co. Its building cost index is obtained from periodic checks on current
costs of labor in the primary building trades and in the cost of major materials
that go into construction of typical buildings. These checks are made in key
locations in the various sections of the United States and Canada and are compiled to show direction of costs sincelhe base year of 1939. The machinery and
equipment cost data charts are based on a representative schedule of machinery
M A R C H . 1962
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EXHIBIT 2

P r i c e Index F a c t o r s - - Ma ch in e Shop

Pur.
date

Price
index

Replacement
factor

Pur.
date

Price
index

Replace ment
factor

19 29
19 3 0
1931
19 32
1933
19 3 4
19 3 5
19 3 6
19 37
19 3 8
19 39
19 4 0
1941
19 4 2
19 4 3
19 4 4

100
10 0
10 0
98
95
10 0
102
10 5
115
118
120
13 0
137
14 0
140
140

3.60
3.60
3.60
3.67
3.79
3.60
3.53
3.43
3.13
3.05
3.00
2.77
2.63
2.57
2.57
2.57

19 4 5
19 4 6
1947
19 4 8
1949
1950
1951
19 5 2
19 5 3
19 54
19 5 5
19 5 6
19 57
19 58
19 5 9
1960

14 0
14 0
158
174
188
197
235
260
262
265
26 7
295
325
329
34 0
360

2.57
2.57
2.28
2.07
1.91
1.83
1.53
1.38
1.37
1.36
1.35
1.22
1. 1 1
1.09
1.06
1.00

EXHIBIT 3
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and equipment in a typical plant of the types shown, with the year 1929 taken
as a basis. Values are adjusted for succeeding years to compensate for difference in performance compared with improved models. Although specific
plants may vary from values shown, the charts represent a good average picture
for the period covered.
Exhibit 1 shows a reproduction of the cost index on machine shop equipment, indicating the rise in cost from the 1929 base of 100 to 329 in 1958.
The shorter - period graph in Exhibit 2 shows that the index goes up to 360 in
1960. (Figures shown are as of December 31 for the particular year.) In
simple terms, this means that the item that cost $1,000 in 1929 would cost
$3,600 in 1961. The item that cost $1,400 in 1945 would cost $3,600 in 1960.
To use such price indices for working tools, a table similar to Exhibit 3 needs
to be made, constructed from a reading of the graphs, listing in the first column
the years from 1929 to present and, in the second column, the index value from
the graph, starting with 100 for 1929 to 360 for 1961. The most current index,
in this case 360 for 1961, is divided by the index for each successive year to
obtain answers in the third column, giving the replacement factors which are
used. In use, as will be evidenced by two later exhibits, columns are added
for facility in particular calculation but the index figures and computed replacement factors shown here are the basic information.
Problems to Which Applied
The three uses to which the cost index is put, now to be described, are of
great importance in a company of our size and situation. We rebuild around
central units of many machines. It is by use of price indices that we approximate the cost of these units, otherwise not identifiable. We actively sell used
equipment and desire to obtain best prices for it. Only through use of price
indices do we secure a price level from which to discount for various buyers.
We keep our insurance current and, for this, arrive at insurable values. Again,
it is the price indices which permit detailed and prompt answers based on replacement values, less depreciation taken according to insurance company rules.
The remainder of this article describes in turn these three uses of price indices.
1.

COMPU TING COST OF OLD EQUIPMENT ELEMENTS
CONVERTED TO NEW EQUIPMENT

During these days of rapid technological advances in manufacturing and
test equipment, Nd the ever - increasing demand for development of high -speed
equipment, industry is being faced more and more with the problem of conM A R C H . 1962
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verting good sound equipment to bring it in conformity with the latest developments. This problem of converting, instead of scrapping and replacing equipment, points to the necessity of reviewing present methods of capitalizing the
cost.
A Pitfall— Inflated Value of Re -used Parts
Current practice is to remove the equipment which is to be converted from
the books. A fair value is then assigned, to which is added the construction
cost of the conversion. The total is then capitalized if not more than the replacement value of the resulting item. It is all too easy to accept replacement
value as the proper total, subtract conversion cost and call the remainder fair
value of the salvaged portions. Most auditors who are versed in property
accounting, look for and condemn such practices. Fair value is supposed to be
set up at the beginning of the job, i.e., on the property requisition at the start.
If the new construction cost carries the total beyond the replacement value, the
excess should be expensed as representing false starts, development costs, etc.
u lat io n o f C o s t s o n C o n v ers i o n s an d R eb u ild J o b s

PPR

89 6 5

Plan t

20 A l t o o n a , P a .

O ld A s s e t H K - 29602

P u r c h a s e Da t e

6/1954

Estim ate

Ac t ua l

1.

R ep la ce m e n t valu e

30, 000

30, 000

2.

E s t i m a t e d b u i ld c o s t

10, 000

7, 500

3.

P r e s e n t r e p l a c e m e n t v a l u e of s a l v a g e d p a r t s

20, 0 00

20, 000

4.

To e li m in a t e g a i n i n va l u e m u lt ip l y b y 74 p e r
c e n t t o ge t c o s t o f s a l va ge p a r t s new

14. 800

14, 800

5.

C a p i t a l c o s t s ( s u m of 2 a n d 4 a b o ve )

24,800

22, 3 00

6.

Tr a n s p o r t a t io n a n d in s t a ll a t io n

150

204

7.

To t a l

24, 950

22, 504

22, 500

22, 500

Lim it at io n o f ca p it al b as ed o n a ge
75 p e r c e n t o f r e p l a c e m e n t

—

100 p e r cent of re p l a c e m e n t
Ex pe ns ed a mo un t afte r ta xe s

a

$2, 4 50 @ 48%

1, 1 7 6

_
2

P e r c e n t a g e d e t e rm in ed b y p ri ce i n d ex o f p u r ch as e y e a r .

EXHIBIT 4
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Carrying Re -used Parts Back to Cost
This can be avoided. Exhibit 4 represents the form used by the Receiving
Tube Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. for purpose of computing the
estimated and actual values to capitalize converted equipment. The estimate
column of this form is made out at the time the property requisition is prepared and is attached to and submitted with the requisition. This eliminates
any suspicion by the auditors that the fair value element was obtained after
the item was completed by "backing down." This form is very easy to prepare,
once the basic reasoning is understood. We can follow through the example in
the exhibit. A machine acquired in 1954 at a cost of $22,200 (not on exhibit)
is to be converted. The date of the conversion is 1961. To determine the cost
of the re -used parts in this machine being converted:
1. Ascertain today's replacement value of the resulting converted
machine; by checking with the price of similar machines currently
being prepared, we find that it is $30,000. If the replacement price
is not readily available, it can be obtained from the price index
factor, in Exhibit 5, a version of Exhibit 4, for specialized equipment. The purchase year was 1954. The replacement factor is 136
percent. Purchase price of $22,200 times 136 equals $30,192 or,
in round numbers, $30,000.
2. Estimate cost of the new parts; by checking with equipment development construction plant, we find that its appraiser believes that
the build cost of the new parts to be added to this machine in the
conversion will be $10,000.
3. The difference of these two figures equals today's replacement value
of the re -used parts or $20,000.
4. We must now convert today's replacement value into the former cost
of the re -used parts by applying the price index ratio.
This is the hard part. The original machine was built in 1954. According
to the exhibit, in 1954 the price index was 295, the replacement factor 136
percent, and the cost factor reciprocal .735. Multiplying the $20,000 by 74
percent (rounding off to two places on the reciprocal factor) equals $14,800,
the cost of the re -used parts at the time that they were made in 1954 while they
were new. The estimated rebuilding cost is $10,000. To this must be added
$150 as estimated transportation in and cost of installation. This gives us a
total cost of $24,950.
We could capitalize this but we limit capitalization to 75 percent of replacement value if a machine being rebuilt is over 25 percent used as in this case.
We find that 75 percent of the $30,000 replacement price amounts to $22.500.
Since our estimate of the capital cost is $24,950 and the 75-percent limitation
M A R C H . 1962
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Price I ndex Factors -- Speci ali zed Equipm ent

Replace—
ment
f act or

Co st
f act or
reciprocal

Pur.
date

Price
index

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
103

4. 00
4.00
4. 00
4. 00
4. 00
4. 00
4. 00
3. 88

.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.258

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

289
295
320
340
350
368
383
400

1. 38
1. 36
1. 25
1.18
1. 14
1.09
1. 04
1. 00

.725
.735
.800
.847
.877
.917
.962
1. 000

(Abov e f actors dev el oped specif ical ly
f o r t h i s c a se st u d y )

EXHIBIT 5
is $22,500, that means a difference of $2,450 to be charged off to expense; the

machine would be capitalized at $22,500.
Now let us assume that, on the actual results of this construction, we find
that the rebuilding cost is $7,500 instead of $10,000. This, then, would give
us a total cost of $22,504, still with $4 over 75 percent of replacement cost.
It is the amount which would actually be charged to expense. We would capitalize at $22,500.
By using this method, we find that we can be very consistent in our methods
of capitalizing of converted equipment. In our particular case, due to the
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rapidity of technological obsolescence of our equipment, we currently have
several machines under conversion and expect to have more as time goes on. In
this case history, we have shown how price indices become a valuable tool to
use to take a lot of the guess -work out of the determination of the capital cost
factors in conversion. In particular, the index used allows us to incorporate
into the calculations of the capital cost factors, a figure representing the replacement value of that portion of the old equipment that is re -used in the new
machine. This replacement value is thus discounted back to the year of purchase of the machine of which it was originally a part. Since these re -used
parts are no longer new, the 75- percent limitations further discount them back
to used parts. It cannot, therefore, have any element of gain but represents a
cost contribution to the new equipment.
2. DETERMINATION OF PROPER SELLING
PRICE OF USED EQUIPMENT

in

The average small or medium -size company may not realize that there is a
setting a selling price for used equipment. The company may seldom
problem
have any surplus equipment for sale. Whenever the occasion arises, i.e., when
a piece of equipment is no longer used or is worn out and ready to discard, the
company takes the easy way out and calls in a used equipment dealer or two to
make an offer. These offers are then. considered by the controller or some other
officer in the company, and the best offer is accepted.
A Good Deal —for Whom?
Let us examine what really happened. The company called in one or more
buyers who were experienced, while the company had no experience. It either
accepted the offer or "fast- talked" the dealer into a higher one. Particularly, if
the company got an increase in the original offer, it felt successful. Why? Was
enough received to cover the net book valuation or was the item completely
depreciated? In other words, was judgment on the success of the sale based
simply on the fact that the company received as much as, or more, than what
the item was being carried at on the books?
The irony of the situation was that at no time during the deal did the company know what the item was really worth. It was at the mercy of the used
equipment dealer. Suppose the piece of equipment was purchased in 1935 at
$10,000. It was completely written off on a straight -line individual basis, so had

a book value of zero. It was still in good operational condition. It had been
maintained in good shape, but the company had purchased a larger, faster, more
MARCH. 1962
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modern piece of equipment, or the workload changed so that there was no
longer need for the item. Moreover, it was a piece of specialized equipment.
The used - equipment dealer offered $3,000 for it and raised it to $4,000. The
company felt that it had been successful in making a good transaction. The
thinking is based on these facts:
1.
2.

This is an old machine.
It is completely depreciated, so a profit was made, on that basis, of
$4,000.

3. Floor space to use for needed equipment was gained.
But suppose that the replacement value of the machine is $40,000. The
proper selling price of that machine to a user, in its used condition and 26
years old, would be $20,000 —half of the replacement value —less any needed
repairs or immediate maintenance required to make it meet designated tolerances.
The proper selling price to a buyer of used equipment would be $10,000. The
company sold the machine for $4,000. In other words, it sold it for 40 percent
of the proper price. It was a good deal —for the buyer.
Up to and Including a Five -Year Forecast
Now consider the case of a large company. Where the smaller company
might have one machine of a kind, we have six or more of a kind. When a
small company might obsolete one machine, we obsolete six machines or more.
While we do not consider ourselves in the used equipment business, we constantly accumulate a considerable number of machines in our surplus warehouse that should be disposed of in one way or another.
Some of these machines are worn out or out of date with modern production
methods. This type of equipment is stripped of all usable parts that have
common usage, such as motors, transformers, controls and other items that can
be used as replacement or repair parts for any similar equipment that is still
used in our factories. The chassis and nonusable parts are then broken up and
sold as scrap metal. The parts which are saved are cleaned, inspected, placed in
bins and listed in a catalog which is circulated to all company plants. The plants
requisition these parts as required in lieu of purchasing or fabricating new parts.
Other equipment is in excellent condition but has become surplus to our
needs, mainly from replacement with more advanced equipment capable of
higher volume in production. Such surplus equipment would be ideal for
smaller companies whose production volume would not warrant purchase of the
high -speed equipment. It is in this group of equipment items that the problem of setting proper selling prices becomes of primary importance. Moreover,
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we are a multi -plant division; this equipment is of such quantity that our annual sales figures for it run into six digits. This also means that, currently,
two days of each month are set aside for showing prospective buyers through
the warehouse. These buyers range from users to trade buyers, i.e., used equipment dealers. Since all equipment is sold "as is," we insisted at the start that
the buyer physically inspect the equipment before prices are discussed.
With this type of operation, we cannot go ahead blindly. We find it necessary to know what the proper selling price of the item is. We hold no
auctions, nor do we invite offers. Exceptions might be made on rare occasions.
Our problem is how to establish the proper selling price quickly and simply. It
is, therefore, necessary to obtain the answer to two pertinent questions quickly
and efficiently about each item: (1 ) Is it to the company's advantage to sell or
to hold? (2) What is the proper selling price range? When we answer these
two questions, we can authorize a sale.
There is also another factor with which we have to contend. It is part of
the responsibility of the equipment control section to prepare plant and property
budgets and to prepare long -range investment and cost forecasts. Due to the
large dollar -value realized each year from the sale of used equipment, we have
to budget our income and profit from the sales of used equipment on a five -year
span. This factor also makes it imperative that we know the proper selling
price of the used equipment, particularly if we want to issue correct information.
Somehow, some way, we must draw up a plan, using all the cardinal principles
of selling. We must know:
1. When an item reaches the status where it is proper to offer it for
sale.
2. The qualifications of the item, its specifications, its uses, its advantages, and its disadvantages.
The
condition of the item. What cost will be involved to put it
3.
into operating shape?
4. The prospective customer and his requirements.
5. The proper selling price.
From Equipment Repair to Customer Visits
By attending the meetings of the equipment development committee, one
becomes familiar with the new equipment being developed, its capacities and
the drawbacks of the old equipment. Through the supervision of the preparation of the property budget, one knows which piece of equipment is being replaced and why. From the maintenance of the surplus property warehouse, one
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knows which pieces of equipment are not being used. From these facts comes
the knowledge of which items might come up for sale. By reviewing these
items with the management of the operating section, it is practicable to determine how many pieces are required for "backup" purposes and how many can
be sold. We can thus secure authorization for putting the items on sale.
Now we go looking for information about them. Each property is tagged
with an asset number. As mentioned earlier, for each item there is a tabulating
card backed up with a history record card which not only carries specific information relative to specification and capacities but also refers to the original
purchase requisition. This enables us to locate the original requisition which
includes the proposal to buy, in which are found all of the qualifications of the
item, the specifications as to how it is to be used, its advantages and, in most
cases, a brochure of the manufacturer, if purchased outside, or a reference to
the original equipment development committee's report, if developed and built
by our own equipment shops.
As each item becomes approved for selling, it is carefully inspected by the
division supervisor of equipment maintenance who determines just what is
required to put the machine in operating condition, and the estimated cost to
do so. This information is then entered on a transfer condition tag. This information is also entered on the equipment control section's photographic index
of equipment for sale.
Over a period of years, we have developed a good -sized list of prospective
customers and, through their visits to the warehouses, have learned a good deal
about their requirements. This information is properly filed. As equipment becomes available for sale, these customers are notified by letter. Through our
photographic setup, prints are made and sales letters, showing the picture of
the equipment, are run through the ammonia heat process to prepare a sales
brochure. A list of the qualifications and specifications of equipment and,
more important, a detailed statement of its condition and precisely what must
be done to put it into a proper operating shape is shown along with the picture.
We do not mention any selling price but request in the letter that, since the
equipment is to be sold "as is," the prospective buyer make a physical inspection at our warehouse.
The customer's reaction, as he tours the warehouse, gives valuable leads as
to his future requirements. The customer's report to his management, plus his
description of the equipment to his circle of acquaintances on his return home,
usually results in good advertisement and often brings in calls from other prospective customers that serve to build up the customer list. All of these provide
help in increasing further sales possibilities.
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Where the Price Index Comes In
We now come to that important selling price and the formula by which it
is derived. The formula for the selling price of used equipment should be based
on a percentage of the replacement value instead of on the actual cost of the
used equipment when originally purchased.
If the customer needs or wants a new machine, he must:
Pay today's price.
2. Place his order and wait for the manufacturer to build the equipment.
If he buys a piece of used equipment in good operating condition, he knows
that he can get delivery in three or four days. He can then start working on the
product and have some eighteen to twenty -four months to produce a profit and
get a return on his investment. He can, in some cases, pay for the machine out
of profits before he can even get delivery on a new machine. Therefore, the
value of the piece of used equipment is that percentage of the cost price of the
new piece of equipment that he can realize during the period between the
ordering of the new equipment and its delivery date, plus what he could obtain
by re -sale of the used equipment after he receives the new piece of equipment.
On the other hand, if the customer is a dealer in used equipment and is purchasing it for re -sale, the worth to him is less than that of the ultimate user.
He has to regain his investment plus a share of overhead and expenses, plus a
profit.
We start by using the maximum percentages. For example, in most cases,
if the piece of used equipment is in excellent condition, having been maintained
and kept in this shape, we would say that the value to the user would easily be
50 percent off the replacement value. A little checking around will show us
that most used equipment dealers can work on a 100-percent markup. From
this we deduce that 25 percent of the replacement price will be the proper selling price to the dealer. On the other hand, if the dealer seeks out a particular
piece of equipment, it is indicative that he has a "fast" prospect; in other
words, he is serving as an agent for a user. In this case, he will be satisfied to
make a quick turn at a lower profit. This would mean that the proper selling
price would be about 35 percent of the replacement price.
We must know the customer. Is he a user or a buyer or an agent for a user?
Based on this knowledge, we must select the basic percentages of the replacement value to use in the price formula. In the example, we spoke of a machine
purchased in 1935 at $10,000. It had been maintained in good shape. The
replacement factor shown in Exhibit 5 for 1935 is 400 percent. The replace1.
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ment cost would be $40,000. If sold to a user, the maximum price would be
$20,000. If sold to a buyer of used equipment, the price would be $14,000 if
he were serving as an agent for a user or $10,000 if he was buying it for inventory.
In actual setting up of selling prices, a table similar to that in Exhibit 5, for
the particular type of equipment is needed. The table, as shown, is for a particular group of specialized equipment. The technique is to multiply the original
cost by the replacement factor for the year of purchase and to discount the result
by 50, 65 or 75 percent depending upon the type of buyer. The price range
will need testing in practice. This can be determined almost automatically from
the reaction of prospective customers when first quoted prices. Moreover, the
prices should be reduced by the cost of needed repairs to the equipment. The
percentage range given would apply only if the equipment were in as- good -asnew condition.
The important thing is not what percent is used but that here is a quick
method of establishing the proper selling price mathematically. Once management agrees on the formula, it becomes a matter of sales approval instead of
guessing or crystal -ball gazing in trying to determine how and what price to
set. It also gives a measuring stick by which to judge the value of any sales
offer that might be received.
3. DEVELOPING INSURABLE VALUES FOR
CAPITAL PLANT AND PROPERTY

At one time, several years ago, it looked as if we would have to have a large
department to determine insurance coverage on equipment. However, the equipment control section, which handles all matters pertaining to capital equipment,
was requested to devise some method of correctly reporting the proper insurable exposure risk with the minimum amount of time and cost. The answer
was found in a by- product of mechanized accounting and in the use of price
index factors.
Today there is a small department located in the corporate offices, with the
responsibility of receiving the exposure risk reports from all the company's
divisions and securing the proper insurance coverage. These risk reports are
submitted by each division with the aid of data received from the company's
data - processing plant by one person in each division, and submitted in proper
form to the corporate insurance department. Time involved in each division to
consolidate and prepare the report amounts to less than one hour per year.
Time involved in each of the main plants probably is less than two hours per
year, ana yet we have what insurance companies consider an extraordinarily
true and exact report of insurable value.
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What Insurance Valuation Consists Of
Insurance coverage is divided into two major subdivisions, for real property
and for personal property. Real property refers to buildings and building
equipment, with minor exceptions. Personal property covers all other insurable
property. In this case study, we are confining attention to fire and allied perils
insurance. In determining the insurable valuation of our real and personal
property, we start our computations on first cost, by year of acquisition, obtaining replacement values and then insurable values. Replacement value is the cost
to replace buildings or machinery with like kind and quality at the present time.
Insurable value is replacement value less accrued depreciation as computed by
the insurance companies or, as it is sometimes called, age and usage factor.
As to buildings, given the original cost as of a certain date for a building,
its present -day replacement value may be found by applying the proper price
index factor. To determine the insurable value, the depreciation must be deducted. The insurance companies consider that one percent of the replacement
value to a maximum of 40 years is fair and equitable. Thus, the minimum insurable value of our buildings would be 60 percent of the present -day replacement cost.
For machinery, again given the original cost and date of acquisition, the
present -day replacement value can be determined by application of the proper
price index factor. By application of the depreciation, its insurable value can be
found. Here the insurance companies consider that the fairest and most accurate rate would be:
1. For equipment in our factories, to use a rate of two percent per
year of the replacement value for a maximum of 25 years. Thus,
the minimum insurance value would be 50 percent of the present day replacement cost.
2. For equipment that is idle or surplus and stored in warehouses, such
as in the case of our warehouse for surplus items, the depreciation
should be at a rate of two percent of the replacement price per year
for ten years, and three percent of the replacement price per year
for the remaining age of the equipment, with no minimum insurance value.
How We Prepare Our List of Insurable Values
The table shown in Exhibit 6 contains instructions at the bottom which
restate the above methods of calculating in terms of the factors identified in the
last three columns, the final two giving effect to the allowed depreciation just
specified, one for plant in place, the other for equipment in warehouse. The
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table is similar to the other two which have been illustrated, with the addition
of the depreciation columns.
This table runs, as shown, only to 1956. It illustrates the logic of our determination of insurable values. How our list of such values is, in fact, prepared
relates to our machine accounting and is based on the data cards for each item
of equipment, already described.
Among other information, this data card shows the date of purchase, the
original cost, the account classification and the insurance code. The code simply
indicates whether the item is insurable, noninsurable, or to be handled in a
special manner. The latter two apply particularly to real property. Noninsurable
costs are digging basement and putting up foundations, underground piping,
grading and land, etc. Special items cover power wiring and manufacturing
piping which fall under the personal property rate. Thus, there would be three
data cards for a building, one card for noninsurable costs, another for special
insurable costs and a third for insurable costs. Under the personal property, the
cost cards on items such as airplanes, automobiles and trucks, which come under
special insurance coverages, would be sorted out by a specific insurance code.
The data reflected in Exhibit 6 is carried forward each year in master cards.
We create a set of master cards, one for each year of acquisition, with the proper
replacement factor and age depreciated for items of that year, for each of the
three categories: buildings, personal property in the plant and personal property
in the warehouse. The master cards are up -dated each year. The simplest way
of doing this is to determine the percentage of increase or decrease over last
year's index and apply this percentage to each master card and to automatically
cut in the new replacement factor and the proper depreciated percentage by year.
We then sort the data cards by insurance code to extract any not insurable.
The insurable personal property cards are next sorted by year of purchase and
placed in the calculator with the proper master cards. From this run is created
an insurance card for each item showing the date of purchase, the location, the
first cost, the replacement value, and the depreciated or insurable value. These
cards are then sorted by location and a report is printed showing the date of
purchase, first cost, replacement value, and insurable value for each location. The
same procedure is repeated with data cards covering the insurable portion of
buildings.
While the data - processing plant is preparing the insurance report, based on
the price index factors, the plant accountants are preparing the report on the
other insurable values. There has to be added to the insurable values for buildings and machinery insurable value of all other property, such as raw materials,
in- process materials, and finished -goods inventories at current market value, supJO
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Facto rs to C o m p u te Dep reciated R ep lacem en t Valu e
o f Perso n al Pro p er ty fo r In su ran ce V alu atio n

Price
in d e x

R ep lacem en t
fa c to r

7T>—

_ 7 Z T—

X 3 1—

Id le & s u r p l u s
eq uipm ent in
warehouse —
dep reciated _
rep lac em en t
fa c t o r
—

Ye a r o f
purchase

Eq u ip m e n t
in p la n t s —
d ep reciated
rep lacem en t
fa c t o r

19 2 9
1930
1931
1932

10 0
95
86
81

3,400
3. 579
3.953
4.197

.500
.500
.500
.520

.290
.320
.350
.380

1954
1955
1956

300
325
340

1.133
1.046
1.000

.960
.980
1.000

.960
.980
1.000

Fir st c o st t im es rep lacem en t facto r fo r resp ective y ear o f p u rch ase (C o lu m n
1) eq u als d o l l a r r e p l a c e m e n t ( i n s u r a b l e ) v a l u e .
Do llar rep lac em en t valu e tim es d ep re ciat ed r ep la cem en t fa cto r (C o lu m n 3 or
4) e q u a l s d o l l a r d e p r e c i a t e d r e p l a c e m e n t ( i n s u r a b l e ) v a l u e .
No te - - Th i s e x h ib i t s h o w s va l u e s t h ro u gh 195 6. M a s t e r e q u i p m e n t c a r d s w e r e
u p G t e d f r o m t h a t t i m e , b y a p p ly in g t h e p e r c e n t a g e o f i n c r e a s e e a c h y e a r .

EXHIBIT 6

plies, tools, jigs, dies, fixtures, patterns, drawings, tracings, records and any
special expense items. In addition, there should be included such items as employees' personal property stored in the building, e.g., employees tools, clothing,
etc., and the contingent coverage on property of other companies that might be
located within or on our property. Care must be exercised in preparing the
valuation reports that these items are listed by groups as proof that their value
was included, because they are insurable if listed. Included also are the special
coverages on regular property noted as sorted out of the data card runs for the
master cards. Since most of this information is carried on other monthly reports
required by the division cost section, not much time is used.
At the division, the plant accountant's report on other insurable values is
combined with the report on property items from the data - processing plant and
submitted to the insurance department at the corporate offices. Thus, the use of
the price index factors enables us to pull out of our records at any time, by use
of a data - processing machine, the insurable value of the capital equipment for
each location as of the beginning of the current month.
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Summary
In this article, we have shown how price index factors can be used to solve
problems in three distinct phases of property accounting:
1. Computing year -of- purchase cost of re -used parts in machines being
rebuilt.
2. Determination of proper selling prices on used equipment.
3. Listing insurable values of capital plant and property.
All three of these operations involve value in one form or another. The use
of price index factors provides a sound, valid, consistent base on which to calculate these values. It also permits the explaining of what was done. It should be
noted, however, that we have not used general indices, but have obtained from
our insurance company those we need to reflect the change in replacement value
of our particular equipment. Indices of this type are reliable indications of
change in value.
It may be helpful to review the simple logic of these three uses of index data.
With respect to cost of parts included in re -used equipment, what we do is to
take the replacement cost of the new item being built, deduct the rebuilding cost
at current levels and thus arrive at imputed replacement cost of the re -used parts.
We want them at purchase cost, so we applied a cost reciprocal factor (Exhibit
5) to reduce replacement to cost of the year of acquisition. With respect to
pricing of used equipment, we wish to find replacement cost of items so that
we can then discount these amounts to prices acceptable to users and dealers.
Hence we convert our original costs, per equipment data cards, to replacement
cost, again using Exhibit 5 but this time the replacement factor column. With
respect to insurable value, we make this same conversion of cost to replacement
value but add the adjustment operation of deducting depreciation by factors identified in added columns on Exhibit 6, the value table used to illustrate personal
property as a broad category.
At some time, it may be that price indices wil be conventional for use in financial statements. Meanwhile, attention should be given to the other ways in which
accurate price change data can be made useful in accounting. This paper has
illustrated three such ways, each helpful and time - saving in our property
accounting.
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A Discussion of the Usefulness and Theory
of Direct Costing
by LOUIS H. JORDAN

W on direct costing sincethethematerial
article
HEN ONE EXAMINES

by Jonathan Harris ( "What Did We
Earn Last Month ?" N.A.(C.)A. Bulletin, January 15, 1936), he finds that
the arguments on neither side of the
controversy are completely convincing.
It is easy to get the impression, on one
hand, that advocates of direct costing
are claiming too much. On the other
hand, opponents in many cases construct defenses of absorption costing
and the present state of the art of accounting that are especially weak. It
would seem equally improper to claim
that direct costing is a panacea for all
management problems which involve
costs or to claim that it is lacking in
theoretical or practical merit and can
never become accepted for purposes
of income measurement.
Concept of Direct Costing
Direct costing is a matter of associating directly with the product those
costs which, in the aggregate, vary directly as volume changes, and associating with the accounting period those
costs which, in the aggregate, do not
vary as volume changes. The former
are called variable costs and the latter

fixed. Thus, direct materials, direct
labor, and the variable portion of .factory service costs are charged to inventories, while fixed factory service costs
as well as other fixed costs are charged
against current revenues. Direct cos ing permits the development of an income statement which deducts variable
costs from billings to arrive at a contribution margin in meeting period
costs. Thus, the break -even volume of
billings can be calculated easily by dividing this margin, expressed as a percentage of billings, into period costs.
To implement the direct costing
concept, it is necessary to segregate
variable or direct costs from fixed or
period costs. This is not an easy matter because many costs are in part variable and in part fixed.' Factory service
costs which can be separated conveniently into their fixed and variable
components create no problem. Those
which cannot be so separated must be
classified upon their predominant behavior. Classification of factory costs
by behavior is essential under direct
costing, as it is also under standard
absorption costing using flexible budgets. In either case, flexible budgets are
excellent control devices.

"Separating and Using Costs as Fixed and Variable," Accounting Practice Report
lo, N.A.A. Bulletin,Section 3, June 1960.
1
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Comparison with Absorption
Costing
Since nonmanufacturing fixed costs
are interpreted as period costs under
absorption costing too, the unique feature of direct costing is the treatment
given fixed factory service costs. Absorption costing treats these as costs
of units produced, to be deferred in
inventories until sales are made. In
contrast, direct costing considers fixed
factory service costs as period costs, no
part being associated with units produced. The major characteristic of direct costing, so far as the balance sheet
is concerned, is a reduced inventory
value. Change to direct costing affects
income adversely at the time, requiring write -off of fixed costs included
in inventory. Thereafter income on
the direct and absorption costing bases
will vary by the change in fixed costs
in opening and closing absorption
costing inventories.
The significance of the direct costing concept can be observed when
compared with absorption costing in a
practical case. 2 Exhibit 1 presents
financial data for a refrigerator model
and compares operating statements under the two methods for four years
during which the relationship between
production and sales volume changes.
During the first year, 2,500 units
are produced and the same number are
sold. Note that income before taxes
is the same under each of the two
methods of costing. This correspondence is expected when production and
sales are in phase, i.e., as much and
no more is sold as is produced. In the
case of absorption costing, a favorable

volume variance of $50,000 is generated by producing more than the normal volume of 2,000 units. This variance is created by charging to inventories in the standard costing rate more
than the manufacturing costs for the
period. But this overcharge is offset
because, there being no ending inventory, it is credited to income in its
entirety during the same period, leaving no portion deferred.
During the second year, production
continues at the same level of 2,500
units, but only 2,100 are sold. As
would be expected, a favorable volume
variance of $50,000 is again generated
under absorption costing, but income
is $40,000 more under absorption than
under direct costing. This difference
is the $100 per unit fixed costs that
went into the 400 -unit inventory created by production in excess of sales.
Because inventory at the beginning of
this period is zero, the change is equal
to the fixed cost in the ending balance.
In the third year, production is at
the standard volume and no variances
are generated; nevertheless, income is
not identical under the two methods.
A smaller income by $10,000 for absorption costing is caused by the liquidation of fixed costs in inventories reduced from 400 to 300 units. This is
a decline from $40,000 to $30,000.
This liquidation results from current
sales in excess of current production.
During the fourth year, production
declines below normal and creates unfavorable volume variance, but sales
remain at the same level as the previous two years. Absorption income is
$30,000 less than direct costing, due

For a penetrating comparison see "There Is a Fundamental Error in Absorption Costing," Raymond
P. Marple, The Controller, July 1961. (Letter to Editors); "Direct Versus
Absorption Costing," A. W. Patrick, The Controller, April 1961.
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again to the liquidation of fixed costs mine the effects of volume, cost and
in inventories, at $100 per unit from price changes on profits. Direct cost300 units to zero. There is no further ing establishes for each price a unit
deferral of fixed costs.
contribution margin valid at various
Meanwhile, it should be noted that output levels. Break -even points can
sales are at the same level the final be computed readily for various levels
three years and that income under di- of planned costs. Comprehensive planrect costing remains constant. Herein ning must include all manufacturing
lies one of the significant features of expenditures on an actual basis, as
direct costing. Equal profits are re- well as billings, expenses, profit, and
ported for equal sales, even though return on investment. Direct costing
production fluctuates. Under the ab- procedures follow similar patterns
sorption method, income fluctuates and thus make profit planning more
from $84,000 the second year to straightforward.
$34,000 the third year to $14,000 the
Building up inventories. With abfourth year on the same volume of
sales. A significant feature of Exhibit sorption costing, factory service costs
1 is that aggregate income for the are charged in turn to production and
four years is the same for each method. to inventory. Following such proceThis condition exists because inven- dures, it is possible to improve retories were zero at the beginning and ported profits simply by manufacturend of the four -year period. It dem- ing for inventory and thus absorbing
onstrates the fact that the two meth- more fixed costs, reducing the unabods yield the same aggregate results sorbed amount chargeable to income.
over the long run but show differences Indeed, if production exceeds normal
from year to year.
capacity on which standards are established, favorable variances —a charge
to
inventory in excess of burden to be
Merits Seen in Direct Costing
absorbed —are generated. This characAdvocates of direct costing believe
teristic of absorption costing creates
that its use brings about several benepressures to produce for inventory, es3
fits. Chief among the merits attribpecially when sales are lagging and
uted to direct costing are the claims profits are declining. This pressure has
that it:
to be resisted. Such pressures do not
1. Aids profit planning.
exist with direct costing, although
2. Relieves pressure to build up inother reasons may warrant inventory
ventories.
increases with either method. Because
3. Aids in pricing.
fixed factory service costs are interpreted as period costs and do not get
4. Aids in cost control.
5. Generates more meaningful in- into inventory, there is no pressure to
produce in excess of sales requirecome data.
ments.
Profit planning is facilitated by direct costing in that it is easy to deter-

Pricing. Direct costing is considered

a N.A.A. Research Series No. 23, N. A. (C. )A . Bulletin, April 1953. N.A .A. Research
Report No. 37, January 1961.
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by some advocates as an aid in pricing.
By developing for each product the
margin of selling price over variable
costs, it is easy to determine the extent that one additional unit or order
will contribute to meeting fixed costs.
There are many situations in which
this direct cost —also called marginal,
incremental, or differential cost —is essential in making decisions. If the
pricing problem is one of deciding
whether to meet a competitor's price,
direct costing may be helpful, at least
to the extent of indicating which costs
must be trimmed. But pricing policies
and decisions must include many factors, such as competition, market supply and demand, costs, and others. It
is essential to know the exact minimum price which, over an extended
period of time, will earn a satisfactory
profit. No cost accounting procedure
yields this data automatically because
satisfactory profits are not reflected in
cost aggregates.
Direct costing is more helpful for
short -range pricing than it is for long range purposes. Direct costing data
requires a higher mark -up than absorption costing in setting selling
prices that will recover the same total
costs as well as yield a satisfactory
profit; it must be very carefully employed. If each unit were sold at its
variable cost, there would be no margin for recovery of fixed costs and for
profits. Effort will be needed to educate sales representatives of the features of direct costing. Otherwise it
will be mis -used.
Cott control is an important managerial function in any business and can
mean the difference between profitable
and unprofitable operations. Costs are
best controlled by means of budgets
and periodic cost reports. Each budgM A R C H . 1962

eted item should be the responsibility
of a definite person who will be expected to explain variances to his supervisor. Flexible allowances cause
budgets to reflect the realism of operating conditions. A company having
flexible budgets that have been properly determined will find it easy to
employ direct costing procedures. It
is not necessary, however, to employ
direct costing in order to obtain good
cost control. Budgets are on an actual
expenditure or incurred basis without
reference to subsequent direct or absorption procedures. However, direct
costing is in harmony with cost control procedures.
Meaningful income data. Direct
costing generates periodic income figures which fluctuate with changes in
billings. Since fixed factory service
costs are not deferred in inventories,
but charged as costs of the period, an
increase in billings will normally improve contributed margin and income.
In Exhibit 1, a different version of
this same point has been illustrated by
equal billings in each of the last three
years, resulting in equal contributed
margins and profits. But are the income figures under direct costing more
meaningful than under absorption
costing? It is difficult to say, because
in either case it is necessary to know
how the amounts are determined, together with underlying assumptions,
in order to understand what the figures mean. Any income figures, taken
alone, can be misunderstood and misleading. Some accountants say that
direct costing is easy to understand
and explain because it relates profit
to sales. Does this mean that factory
operations are completely ignored?
Hardly, but one must realize how they
are included. This involves under57

standing that current fixed factory
service costs appear as period costs on
the income statement, while the balance sheet reflects inventory change at
direct costs.
Absorption costing packs more information into the cost -of- production
section of the income statement than
does direct costing. This added information makes absorption costing more
complex. Factory activities as well as
billings affect income. Variations from
normal production operations are reflected and can be analyzed into their
causes. Such analysis, itself, may not
indicate the extent to which fixed
costs are being deferred to future periods. However, it is possible to convert from absorption to direct costing
results by removing fixed costs from
inventories. Periodic absorption costing income will be affected by the
change between the fixed manufacturing cost content of beginning and ending inventories. This change can be
calculated by comparing fixed cost
clearances to inventories with fixed
cost clearances from inventories. On
balance, it appears that direct costing
is useful for internal managerial purposes. The internal advantages may
be obtained by marshalling data in
direct costing form in the first instance and then converting to absorption income for external purposes, the
conversion in this case being so to reinclude fixed cost in opening and closing inventories, the opposite of the
procedure referred to above. It may
be done satisfactorily on an estimated
basis.

Income Measurement Theory Not
Prejudicial to Direct Costing
The central theoretical question
raised by direct costing is the validity
of excluding all fixed manufacturing
costs from inventory in measuring income. Historically, it has been considered good theory and practice to include in the cost of inventories all
costs associated with the factory, both
variable as well as fixed. This concept has been considered valid, despite
the fact that changes in the number of
units produced change in unit production costs. Although the effects of
volume changes on unit cost may be
eliminated by the use of standards,
cost standards necessitate an assumed
normal volume of output which will
rarely coincide precisely with actual
output. Thus, fixed factory service
costs become embodied in inventories
to the varying extent that normal factory capacity is utilized in production.
Direct costing advocates say fixed
costs are really stand -by costs and, as
such, should not be assigned to units
produced. Manufacturing costs, to be
associated with the product, they say,
are only the variable costs which would
not be incurred if there were no production. The theoretical issue, thus,
becomes a matter of whether the
proper measure of inventories as assets in measuring income is ( 1 ) the
costs which would not have been incurred if inventory were not produced
or ( 2 ) the amount in ( 1 ) plus a portion of stand -by costs prorated to service capacity used in the manufacturing
process.;

4 The latter view is supported by American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and
American Accounting Association. See A.I.C.P.A. Committee on Accounting Procedure,
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, "Inventory Pricing," 1953, P. 28. Also A.A.A.,
Accounting and Reporting Standards for Corporate Financial Statements and Preceding
Statements and Supplements. 1957. (Note dissent of Messrs. Hill a nd Va tter, p. 10.)
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Inventory produced and unsold in
one period relieves future sales periods
of outlays to the extent of variable
manufacturing costs. Although such
cost obviation may not be the sole
criterion of future benefits (assets), it
seems reasonable to consider it one of
perhaps several indications of future
service potential. In any event, it is
especially difficult to see how the production of an article necessitates the
assignment to it of costs which are incurred whether the article is produced
or not. Fixed factory costs must be
reckoned with, but the mere fact of
cost incurrence does not force the conclusion that they are belonging to units
of output.
In fact, costs are not of such nature
that it is possible to distinguish in final
terms factory costs from nonfactory
costs or to distinguish costs of production from costs that are not of production.-, An examination of either accounting practice or accounting theory
substantiates this points For example,
if top executive and other administrative costs are not allocated to factory
activities, no difficulty is encountered
in expensing them. If such costs are
allocated to factory locations on an
equitable basis, the direct costing controversy arises. Yet, neither the existence nor the nature of these costs is
affected by allocation or non - allocation.
Admittedly, some items of factory service costs which are usually categorized
as fixed, such as depreciation, are
arbitrarily allocated to time periods;
they could just as arbitrarily be associated with units of output. The basic
nature of cost is not changed when one

chooses to depreciate equipment on
the basis of output rather than on the
basis of elapsed time.
The fact that certain costs originate
in or can be identified to the factory
does not mean that they become costs
belonging to production. Certainly no
issue arises if there is no production.
In such case, fixed factory costs are,
of necessity, deducted from current
revenues. The production of only one
unit would not change the nature or
amount of fixed costs and should not
require different accounting treatment.
In the phrase, cost of manufacturing, as used by absorption costing
stalwarts, it is not clear whether the
significant point is the existence of
manufacturing activity (production)
or of cost. Since the production of
even one unit utilizes a portion of
service capacity, one might reasonably
contend that the cost of such capacity
consumed should be assigned to output. Suppose, however, that factory
facilities have been fully depreciated.
There is no cost charged to output,
even though service capacity is consumed in the production process. This
suggests that factory service capacity
embodied physically in a unit of output
may be with or without cost.
Retreating behind a doctrine which
states that certain costs attach to production ignores, rather than faces, the
problem posed by direct costing. Likewise to say that accountants should
concern themselves with relevant costs
does not answer the question whether
direct costs are more or less relevant
for income measurement. Saying they
are irrelevant does not make them ir-

A pioneering work in the difficulties of cost determination is Studies in the Economics
Overhead Costs by John M. Clark, The University of Chicago Press, 1923.
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6 For some accountants, the issue appears clear -cut and closed. See "The Theory of
Manufacturing Costs," Philip E. Fess, The Accounting Review, July 1961.
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relevant. It may be argued that costs
which exist whether production takes
place or not are irrelevant to production and to the measurement of income. Nor does the going - concern
concept shed light on the issue to the
detriment of direct costing. The concept of continuity of operations is perhaps more forceful in suggesting expensing recurring fixed costs than it is
in suggesting their deferral.
Equally unhelpful in deciding the
case against direct costing are the concepts of realization and of matching.
Realization is a matter of the recognition of value changes and is without a
unique meaning. Instead, a variety of
different concepts are employed in rec-
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ognizing revenues. The matching process degenerates into mere subtraction:
from revenues for the period determined in a variety of ways are subtracted expenses also determined in a
variety of ways. As this relates to direct
costing, the question is not whether
the inventory cost of fabricating an
article is to be subtracted or matched
with the sales price in the period of
sale but whether certain costs are to
be charged to inventory in the first
place.
The theoretical structure of direct
costing appears to be as sound as that
of absorption. More evidence and insight are needed before the case for
direct costing can be rejected.
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Direct Costing — Its Weaknesses and Its Strengths
by R. LEE BRUMMET
several years, numerous
Iarticles proclaiming
the merits of
N T H E PAST

direct costing have appeared in the
N.A.A. Bulletin. They have shown the
relevance and ease of application of
direct costing data to financial planning and control and to many types of
management decisions. We have also
seen in the Bulletin and other accounting publications repeated controversial
appraisals of direct costing. In this
paper, I should like to direct attention
to some of the problems and limitations of direct costing. At the same
time, by implication if not by specific
comment, I hope to reinforce the real
contribution that direct costing can
make. In this way, perhaps we may
be able to place direct costing in
perspective.
Direct costing has been defined in
many different ways. It is customarily
compared with absorption costing, of
which there are many varieties. We
should recognize that many of the advantages claimed for direct costing may
also be enjoyed under a properly designed absorption costing system. In
fact, some absorption costing systems
provide as much information of the
direct costing variety as some direct
costing systems. Thus, my concern
here will be with concepts and pro-

cedures which I believe are typically
associated with the direct costing area,
without trying to formulate a definition which would exclude all other
possibilities.
Direct Costing Does Not
Recognize All Cost Types
First, let us consider the problem of
classifying or separating items into
fixed or period costs and variable or
product costs. This is a necessary first
step in the use of the direct costing.
Although costs which follow a step
pattern in relation to production levels
are often recognized in a direct costing
approach, it is imperative under the
procedure that those costs which are
considered variable and thus chargeable to units of product be assumed to
reflect a straight -line relationship with
production volume. This means that
we choose to act as if a variable cost
will be the same amount per unit at
any level of activity. It means further
that there will be no such costs if
there is no production. These assumptions may, in some cases, place a serious limitation on the usefulness of
data for cost control and the making
of management decisions.
Let me illustrate. The basic types of
cost behavior are often looked upon as

DR. R. LEE BRUMMET, C. P. A., Ann Arbor Chapter (Detroit, 195 2), is Professor of Accounting, University of Michigan. He has taught accounting since 1946, formerly with
Cornell University, Washburn Municipal University, Topeka, Kansas, and University of
Illinois. Dr. Brummet has also had experience in public accounting. He holds a B.E.
degree from the Illinois Sta te Normal University, an M.S. degree from the University of
Illinois and Ph.D. degree from University of Michigan. Dr. Brummet authored several
books and a number of articles.
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in Exhibit 1. The direct costing procedure would work best if all costs
were one of the first two types. Unfortunately, such is not the case. Under
direct costing, a Type 3 mixed cost is
usually separated into its variable and
fixed components and separate categories are established for each grouping of accounts. This presents no serious problem. Type 4 mixed costs are
typically treated as period costs. The
steps in the pattern are recognized for
performance budgeting. The existence
of this step - patterned cost places some
strain on the mechanics of break -even
and profit planning calculations, since
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product contributions must cover dif•
ferent amounts of period costs at
different production volume levels.
Thus, the problem of dealing with
sales and production volume levels
separately is still with us.
A more serious problem or limitation of the account classification used
in direct costing is found in the failure
to recognize that some costs may behave in a pattern that does not follow
a straight line or even a limited series
of connected straight lines. Let us
look, for example, at a hypothetical
situation. Suppose that we have made
a thorough study of costs of producN.A.A. BULLETIN

in

understandable reasons, to depart from
a straight -line pattern, as in the hypothetical case illustrated, this important
limitation of the direct costing procedure should be considered. If only a
very few costs, which represent only
a small portion of the total dollars, are
not readily grouped into straight -line,
fixed and variable patterns, this limitation may be ignored as a practical
matter. In other words, a direct costing
procedure is better suited to a situation
which costs tend for the most part
to fall well into fixed and variable
groups. In cases where they do not,
direct costing may involve arbitrary
classifications or the forcing of accounts into assumed patterns of behavior where they do not fit. This
may result in unrealistic data which
may lead to faulty business decisions
and weak cost control.
When costs may be classified readily
into fixed and variable groups and the
direct costing procedure is followed,
care must be taken to keep abreast of
changes in cost behavior. Certain costs
may change, through time, from variable to fixed and vice versa. The direct
costing system, itself, does not alert
management to such changes. Unless
the classifications are reviewed often,
plans and operating decisions may be
based on behavioral assumptions reflected in the account groupings, rather
than those which actually exist at the
time the data are being produced. This
is not, of course, an objection to direct
costing but only a warning to those
who depend upon it.

EXHIBIT 2

tion supplies to be used in a particular
department. We have agreed upon the
pattern for this cost as it appears in
Exhibit 2. We have now planned for
production supply costs at seven different volume levels. This pattern is
not unusual. It is reasonable in view
of economies made possible by higher
production levels with longer production runs. At the extremely high production levels dis- economies appear,
due to less than optimum machine
loading or production routing.
There is no practical way under the
direct costing procedure to recognize
this sort of a pattern. Typically, we
fit a straight line to this behavior and
use it both for product costing and
performance budgeting. By doing so,
the product cost data are not incremental or marginal costs at all, except
under very unusual coincidence, yet we
use the figures as if they were. Also,
at lower levels of production, the performance budget proves to be extremely tight whereas, at higher levels,
it is very loose. This condition, if pronounced, may cause responsible employees to lose confidence in the flexible budgeting procedures.
If many costs PNa firm tend, for
MARCH. 1962

Cost Control Problems
Under Direct Costing
A related problem which justifies a
degree of caution is the temptation un63

simply

as

is

der direct costing to assume that variable costs are controllable at the department level and that fixed costs are
not. The variable -fixed dichotomy is
not the same as the controllable uncontrollable dichotomy. This must
be recognized, so that control possibilities through responsibility assignments
and cost consciousness are not overlooked. If, for example, departmental
foremen are given authority to acquire
certain depreciable equipment, there
may be value in reporting depreciation
at that level, even though it is not a
variable cost or a product cost.
On the other hand, in a somewhat
opposite way, those who advocate direct costing point out appropriately
that, by their method, fixed or period
costs may be subjected to even closer
scrutiny and control than under the
more conventional system which encourages allocating and unitizing of
fixed costs. It is surely true that cost
accumulations that are kept intact, rather than being "piece - mealed" throughout the departmental accounts, may be
dealt with more readily. The caution
it relates to direct costing
against relegating any cost to an uncontrollable category. Fixed or period
costs are controllable. Some of them,
but not all of them, may be controlled
at levels of management different from
the control points for variable or product costs.
Needs Felt for
Whole -Cost Information
Let us move on now to a completely
different consideration. Direct costing
provides only partial costs per unit of
product, i.e., the variable portion. This
partial cost is the relevant portion of
the total cost for many management
uses. There are, however, some areas
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of business decisions where total or
whole costs are of some importance.
Also, there are those who have become
accustomed to the use of fully absorbed
product cost information and may prefer to think in such terms.
Whole -cost information may be
needed to assist in the making of long run policy decisions. The decision to
acquire substantial new production facilities or commitments to selling prices
that may be binding over a long period
of time provide examples. In the pricing area, further, whole -cost information will often provide a reasonable
benchmark when little is known of
the effective demand. This applies, for
instance, in the pricing of new products for which there are few substitutes. In other instances, where the
company is in a price leadership role,
the whole -cost information may give a
good basis for estimating competitors'
costs, and thus provide some indication of their likely reactions to the
company's price decisions. This is, of
course, particularly true if it is known
that members of the industry tend to
establish price policy based on whole cost information.
The use of direct costing without
supplementation will not suffice in the
case of government contract work or
other custom production. Here, where
there may be contractual arrangements
for selling prices, which are cost related, or where there are possibilities for contract termination or price
renegotiation, whole -cost data are
needed.
Some sales executives who are accustomed to the use of whole -cost figures are understandably cautious about
changing to direct costing, for fear of
underpricing. They observe that, if
prices are established with a view toN.A. A. B ULLE TIN

ward only the variable cost, there is
no assurance that product contributions will be adequate to cover period
costs. This should be a real concern.
One can surely imagine the undesirable situation that could arise if salesmen are given pricing authority and
are provided only with direct product
cost figures, with no ground rules for
minimum contributions. The significance of this danger obviously depends
on the locale of the pricing decision
in the organization, and the possibility
for adequate understanding of partial
cost figures as they relate to pricing.
A recent study indicates that companies now using direct costing restrict
the product cost and margin data to
qualified individuals, and thus are
finding no great difficulty with this
potential problem.

uct lines. In this way, unit profit contributions are known, product -line
contributions are known, and each line
may be appraised as a strong, mediocre, or weak contributor to over -all
profits. The weak and mediocre members of the product family may be
considered for potential replacement
by other products.
Focusing Attention on
Facilities Utilization

Another point at issue when we
consider direct costing involves the
problem of facility utilization or the
minimizing of idle facilities. Direct
costing advocates often insist that production volume variances are not only
unnecessary but also frustrating and
confusing to management. Others
argue that a measure of cost of idleness or ineffective facility costs, due to
Recognizing Period Costs
the failure to operate at a planned or
Associated with Product Lines
capacity level, is essential management
In order to do an intelligent job of information. There can hardly be any
product pricing, product development question of the importance of high
and sales promotion, product -line con- plant utilization. This follows from
tribution must be known, as well as the awareness of the nature of fixed
product unit contribution. This need costs. A consciousness at all levels of
not present a problem under direct management of importance of near costing if proper period cost alloca- maximum production is essential.
The question as it relates to direct
tions are made. Some companies on
direct costing do not allocate period costing, as opposed to absorption costcosts to product lines since, by defini- ing, is one of ease of understanding
tion, they are not product costs. It is and approach to the problem. If abimportant to consider under direct sorption costing is used, unfavorable
costing not only costs that are variable production volume variance data may
and should be unitized but also costs provide a constant reminder to manwhich are specific to a product line, agement that they represent forgone
although fixed in relation to units of opportunities to capitalize on such
the line produced. Fixed costs that costs by producing more goods, if only
relate solely to a particular product sales could be increased. If direct costline should be associated in total with ing is used, the favorable margin bethat line. Period costs which are com- tween selling prices and direct or varimon to several product lines may be able costs should provide a constant
allocated in totals to the several prod- reminder of forgone profits due to
M A R C H , 19 62
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lack of sales volume, which would
of course justify a higher production
level.
In a sense, the emphasis upon volume variances under absorption costing provides a prod or a spur for
greater plant utilization in order to reduce the variance, and thus increase
profit. The emphasis upon profit contribution under direct costing provides
an inducement for greater plant utilization in order to improve profits in a
more direct way. One type of information may be more useful to certain
individuals and the other may be more
effective for others. If individuals in
your company are accustomed to viewing production volume variance data
with serious interest, they must be
made completely aware of the nature
of the different approach before the
change to direct costing is completed.
While the incremental cost approach to many business decisions is
far from new, the enthusiasm for direct costing over the past decade has
encouraged its recognition. In this
way, direct costing has furthered a
more reasoned approach to financial
planning and decision making. It is
being used by many companies with
an intelligent recognition of its practical limitations. In these companies,
direct costing is proving its worth as
a means of providing useful information.
Internal Asset Valuation and
Income Measurement
Undoubtedly, the most controversial
aspect of direct costing is found in the
area of asset valuation and income
measurement. These are also the
aspects of direct costing which most
clearly distinguish it from alternative
practices. Under direct costing, fixed
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costs are treated as period costs and
are thus excluded from inventories.
This, of course, causes inventory representations on balance sheets to be
smaller than they would otherwise be.
It also causes profits to change in
harmony with sales volume, irrespective of inventory increases or decreases. Income statements show variable costs of all kinds deducted from
sales revenues to determine profit contribution, from which period costs of
all types are then deducted to determine net income.
Except for the limitations inherent
in account classifications already
touched upon, I think that the superiority of this type of an income
statement array over the more conventional form can hardly be questioned.
Most absorption costing advocates, I
think, would agree, except that they
would wish to adjust the final figures
for the increase or decrease of fixed
costs assignable to inventory, thus
stating inventory and income on an
absorption cost basis. They would
also display cost of idleness separately.
I, too, feel that the inventory adjustment to absorption costing produces a
reported net income figure which is
closer to the economic concept of income, but I do not think that this
adjustment is crucial for internal reporting. The calculated income under
direct costing does simplify the comparison of planned results with historical results and it makes reported
cost - volume -profit relationships more
understandable. It should be recognized, however, that the inventory adjustment for fixed costs may be made
and reflected on the income statement
and balance sheet without voiding
these advantages.
The use of only variable production
N.A.A . BUL LETIN

costs for inventory representation on
balance sheets may severely understate
the assets. We recognize, of course,
that we do not ordinarily try to reflect
the value of assets on balance sheets
yet, since direct costing tends to cause
figures to depart from true value even
more than they do under conventional
costing, this must be viewed as a
weakness. Here again, I do not think
the matter is crucial as long as consistency is maintained period after
period, and as long as those who use
the information are aware of the significance of the figures.
External Asset Valuation and
Income Measurement
The use of direct costing for external reporting represents a different
problem. Here we must be concerned
with externally imposed requirements,
as well as a different character of need
for information. External reporting
practices should be in accord with
recognized accounting principles. They
should fairly reflect income and provide reasonable asset valuations. Certified public accountants have attempted to develop a body of concepts
and principles which best fulfills the
need. Governmental regulatory bodies
and the Internal Revenue Service have
added some support by recognizing
and insisting upon generally accepted
accounting principles, at least in most
respects.
All of these groups have given
some indication of their unofficial attitudes toward direct costing. The
balance of opinion at the present time
is doubtless unfavorable toward its
use for external reporting. Nevertheless, the nature of most of the pronouncements on the subject and, in
some instances the lack of unanimity
of support for them, leaves some reaM A R C H , 1962

son for question as to acceptability or
lack of it. There is still the possibility, therefore, of either acceptance or
rejection when a ruling or opinion
must be made. We must wait for the
final answer on this score. It may not
come soon, partly because of the difficulty of objectively and definitely
defining product and period costs so
as to give a clear and concise definition of direct costing. There can be
little doubt that industry practice with
regard to internal measurement of net
income will have some effect upon the
future of external acceptability of direct costing.
Those who favor direct costing for
external reporting insist that the only
cost that is relevant and significant to
inventory valuation is the variable cost,
since it represents the savings of future costs inherent in the existence of
a stock of goods. They argue that
inventory valuation is really not a
valuation process but one of cost deferral. Direct costs are the only costs
incidental to the production of goods
and are, therefore, the only costs to
be included in inventories. Other manufacturing costs are simply costs of
maintaining a readiness to produce.
They point out, further, that net income may be generated only by sales
transactions and that the deferral of
fixed costs has no place in the process
of income measurement.
The arguments against direct costing for external reporting are usually
based on the time- honored assumption
that production costs attach to the
products being made, without regard
to cost behavior, and should be
matched against revenues when the
products are sold. This opinion emphasizes the matching of costs and
revenues as only a practical approach
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to income measurement based on
changes in economic well- being. The
use of cost for inventory valuation is
regarded as a practical expedient. It
usually provides a relatively objective
and conservative approximation of
value. In this context —and I consider this the appropriate context for
external reporting —there is no justification for ruling out certain costs
from inventories because of their
characteristic to remain unresponsive
to changes in' production levels.
Effects on Working Capital
A change to direct costing from a
form of absorption costing may have
a significant effect upon working capital and current ratios. Although banks
and other loaning agencies give limited
weight to cost figures of any kind
shown for inventories and look more
deeply into the nature and value of
the assets shown, nevertheless, existence of restrictive agreements for
maintenance of working capital and
interpretation by laymen of financial
strength based on working capital position, are reason for some caution.
Serviceable Information
the Objective
In conclusion, let us be reminded
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that arguments for and against direct
costing over the past years have included their share of exaggeration.
Those who favor direct costing often
compare it with absorption costing unaided by cost - volume profit analysis.
Those who take a negative view of
direct costing dwell at length on its
most vulnerable areas, giving little
mention to its plus factors. A reasoned
view includes an appreciation of logical analysis of quantitative data to
assist in carrying out business functions. It also involves an awareness of
the nature of the problem of measuring financial progress and status of a
business. We must think clearly on
these matters. There should be no
sanctity of procedure solely because of
past practice. On the other hand, we
must not lose our footing by being
overly impressed with new mechanics.
Internal accountants and controllers
serve widely varying needs. We should
adopt techniques which offer the greatest potential for providing the raw
data to serve these needs. We should
then tailor information to have optimum relevance to the purpose at hand.
And, finally, we should follow through
with an educational effort to assure
complete understanding on the part
of our management.
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Disclosures of the Direct Costing Income Statement
by WILLIAM DAVID ABEL
the account T ing for profit or lossof for
a period
HE EFFECTIVENESS

can be measured by the usefulness of
the statement issued. The direct costing income statement is more useful
than the absorption costing income
statement for two basic reasons. First,
short -run concepts are not mixed with
long -run concepts which may be misleading to the analyst. Second, the
arrangement is different from that in
the absorption costing statement. The
direct costing arrangement permits
cost - volume -profit calculations to be
made directly from the income statement without the supplementary analysis necessary under absorption costing
in order to obtain this information.
The Contrast In Profit Showings
In the short run, profits reported
under direct costing will differ from
those reported in absorption costing
statements, unless the unusual happens and sales and production are
exactly in balance, with no change in
inventories. Profits will differ because
absorption costing capitalizes fixed expenses by including them in the costs
of inventory. When these expenses
are either under- or over- absorbed,
- profits are again affected by the treatment of these absorption balances. In
other words, a decision to charge the
balance to the cost of goods sold will
result in a different profit than a decision to prorate this balance between

the cost of goods sold and the ending
inventory. It is well to note that these
variations affect the income statement
only in the short run, as the differences between production and sales
will eventually be reconciled when, in
the long run, all production is disposed of. With no inventories in
which to store fixed costs, absorption
costing will yield the same profit to
date as direct costing. However, under
operating conditions, direct and absorption costing income will differ in
individual periods for the reasons
stated.
These variations affect the income
indicated for the period in diverse
ways, depending upon the fluctuating
elements in the statement. Generally
speaking:
1.

When sales remain constant between periods and production
fluctuates, profit under direct
costing will remain constant between periods, while it fluctuates
under absorption costing.

When production remains constant between periods and sales
fluctuate, the profits under direct costing and absorption costing will fluctuate.
3. When both sales and production
fluctuate, the profits under each
method will also fluctuate. However, direct costing profits fluctuate only because of the influence of sales variations.

2.
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It is interesting to note that the
marginal income reported under direct
costing will always vary in general
proportion to the change in sales
whereas gross profits reported upon
under absorption costing will rarely,
if ever, fluctuate in proportion to the
change in either sales or production.
It can be seen, therefore, from the generalizations made, that a profit and
loss statement prepared under the direct costing method will generally lend
itself to easier and more accurate analysis. The very fact that direct costing
net income tends to follow sales volume and is not affected by changes in
production means that the analyst has
to work with only one variable for
comparative purposes.
There is another point to be mentioned along with this. By reporting
income only when increases in sales are
recorded, and never when increases in
production are, direct costing follows
the generally accepted accounting doctrine that income is realized only when
sales are made. Again, this means that
taxes are paid only for the items produced and sold, and not any income
attributable to those remaining unsold
at the end of the period.
As another aspect of the generalizations given, we see that the direct costing income statement is intrinsically
more useful than an absorption costing
statement because profits react only to
the change in the variable elements.
When fixed costs are charged as such
for the period and variable costs are
the only fluctuating element on the
cost side, the income for the period
should fluctuate only with the change
in variable costs. Sales are the only
cause of a change in variable costs,
apart from efficiency.
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What the Absorption Costing
Statement Does Not Do
The discussion, to this point, has
been concerned with indicating the
main differences between the direct
and absorption costing systems and
their effects on reported income. We
will now begin to examine how these
differences affect users of the statements. In the first place, absorption
costing does not differentiate between
more or less profits that are derived
from a change in sales and the profit
effect of a change in production resulting from altered overhead absorption. It records profits as a combination of these two factors. Absorption
costing records profit effect on combined or net changes in sales and production. If increased burden absorption
from an increase in production outweighs a decrease in sales, for example, an increase in profit will be
recorded. Thus, the real reasons for
an increase in profits may often be
obscured because of absorption cost ing's failure to differentiate between
these two influences.
As it has been implied, absorption
costing statements are also more difficult to interpret because they mix
units variable in the short run with
those variable in the long run. This
mixture introduces a third variable, the
product mix. If a certain corporation
sells two or more products, any deviation from the standard production
volume of each, will have a profound
influence on the profits indicated under
absorption costing. To cite an extreme
case, if Product A is dropped, then
all the fixed costs must be absorbed
by Product B.
A third disadvantage inherent in
the absorption costing statement is the
N.A.A. BULLETIN

necessity to account for the volume
variance of the period. The over- or
under - absorbed balances must affect
inventory and cost of goods sold in
some manner to arrive at the profit
for the period. This, as has been indicated, often leads to a disproportionate profit for the period.
Disclosures through Arrangement
of Direct Costing Statement
It has been indicated that one of the
reasons why the direct costing income
statement is more useful for analytical
purposes is its special arrangement.
The variable costs of sales are deducted from net sales to obtain the
marginal income for the period. The
fixed manufacturing costs are then deducted from the marginal income to
obtain the profit for the period. (We
can omit from consideration selling,
administrative, or other expenses
treated alike under the two systems.)

Under absorption costing, on the other
hand, the fixed and variable manufacturing costs are lumped together in the
course of obtaining the profit for the
period. The arrangement peculiar to
direct costing results in a statement
which is better adapted to analytical
purposes.
The direct costing statement not
only presents the fixed and variable
costs separately for the analyst but does
this in a manner which permits the
profit- volume ratio, the break -even
point, the ratio of fixed expenses to
sales, and the margin of safety to be
calculated directly from the statement.
Exhibit 1 illustrates these calculations.
Statements prepared under absorption
costing will not permit analysis of any
of these ratios.
Comparative statements are more
meaningful when useful trends can be
established. Trends can be projected
only when the figures stand out as

Illu s tr at io n o f So m e C o st- Vo lu m e- Pro fit C o m p u t atio n s
Av a ila b le Dir e c t ly F r o m a D ir e c t C o stin g St a te m en t

FAC TS:

Pr o fit - vo lum e r a t io :

Sa le s
V a r i a b l e c o s t of s a l e s
Ma r g in a l in c o m e
Fix ed ex p e n s es

$200,000
75,000

Profit

$_T5_1 =

rT5_1W
100,000

Sales - Variab le costs

200, 000 - 75, 000
000

Br e ak -e ven vo lum e
of s a l e s :

Fix ed ex en s e s
1 ar ia
a costs
a es

R a t i o of f i x e d e x p e n s e s to s a l e s :

h 1ar ,gin of s a f e t y :

=

6 2 . 5 0/c

zoo,

Sales

100, 000

=

Fix ed ex p e n s e s
Sea
b

1

- —77,70

= $ 160,

000

= T H 6

=

100,000
b

=

50 %

S a l e s - Br e a k - e v e n vo l u m e = $200, 000 - 160, 000 = $40, 000
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representing a clear indication of a doubtful —a tax would be paid only
company's operations. The segregation on the amount of profit accruing as a
of fixed and variable costs in the di- result of the level of sales attained.
rect costing scheme allows for reliable Production, in this instance, would
trends to be established when com- have no influence on the payment of
paring these elements over a period Federal income taxes. It would not add
of years. In addition, the profits indi- to increase of inventory through incated by the statements will always creased burden absorption. This is a
show the effects of selling efforts for very important advantage, because
the year, unobscured by the influence taxes that are paid when there is an
of fixed charges.
increase in inventory from period to
Direct costing aids in controlling period, are detrimental to the health
the effects of an operating capacity for of the company. Ironically, the very
the period. if in any one period, sales time a company needs a tax break is
volume should shrink below that nec- when it has an excess of its working
essary to recover the fixed costs, the capital tied up in inventory values.
direct costing statements will clearly However, absorption costing statereveal this fact to the analyst. Absorp- ments simply aggravate this by increastion costing statements will either fail ing profits on sales by the increase in
to reveal the fact that fixed costs are amount of fixed expenses carried in
not being fully covered or, if it does, inventory over the previous period.
by disclosing unabsorbed burden, it
Vulnerability of profits of a comwill simply force a re- allocation of pany to price -level changes can be
fixed expenses among departments.
ascertained by reference to the fixed
There are no cost absorption prob- expenses present in the direct costing
lems when net income is reported on statement. Generally speaking, coma direct costing statement. However, on panies whose fixed expenses represent
absorption costing statements, a vol- a large proportion of their total exume variance resulting from either an penses, are less immune to price inunder- or over - absorption balance re- flation than companies with a lower
ported may lead to misconceptions proportion of fixed expenses. It folabout the profit for the period. The lows, then, that the larger the variable
differing amounts of volume variances costs are in relation to total costs, the
between periods tend to impair com- more nearly immune a company is to
parability and thus mislead outside an increase in replacement costs. (The
analysts. Moreover, absorption prob- assumption is made here that selling
lems peculiar to the absorption costing prices remain relatively uninfluenced
plan will become more serious as au- by an inflationary period.) A large
tomation tends to increase, and the proportion of fixed expenses may also
percentage of fixed expenses included indicate that a company will have
in inventory consequently increases.
trouble meeting expenses if there is
general deflation. These effects are imRelationship to Taxation,
portant to creditors, investors, and
Price Levels, Business Cycles
stockholders. Depending on circumIf direct costing were eligible for stances, they could influence the comtax purposes —the situation is currently pany's ability to settle loan agreements
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with creditors or to pay dividends to
its stockholders.
Profits that are enlarged by an increase in production, when absorption
costing arrangements are in effect, give
rise to stockholder demands for increased dividends. The stockholders
may not realize that the profits recorded for the period are tied up in inventory values. They are often concerned only over the reported increase
in profits. Direct costing statements,
again, hold an advantage over absorption costing statements, as this problem could not possibly arise when direct costing is used as a basis for

reporting. If production is continually
expanded —and accumulated profits exaggerated —from period to period during prosperous years and continually
contracted — and accumulated profits
understated — during years of recessionary times, then absorption costing may
be contributing to the fluctuation of
business cycles in the United States.
Direct costing does not lend itself to
such overt provocation. Sales represent
the only influence on profits for the
period, and, therefore, on the business
cycles, as they are determined by the
aggregate of net incomes reported
by all firms in the country.

Company Research through Educationai Grants
by HARRY L. BROWN*
of research and development in maintaining a company's
competitive position is generally recognized.
However, many smaller companies lack the
financial resources to establish and staff
their own research departments. The costs
of facilities, equipment, and specialized
technical personnel can represent a heavy
drain on working capital, especially during
the initial phase of the program. The continuing cost of such a department may
seriously impair earnings and financial position over a period of years.
An alternate method is available for acquiring the services and necessary support-

T

HE IMPORTANCE

ing facilities of a capable research staff at
relatively little cost and without incurring
a large continuing financial commitment.
The method proposed is the making of a
grant to a qualified college or university,
with restrictions by the grantor as to purpose, period of time covered, and reports
desired. The steps necessary for arranging
for such a program may be briefly stated as
follows:
1. Determine the type of program desired.
2. Determine how much the company
can afford to spend on such a program over a period of one to five
years.

* C.P.A., Audit Staff, Ernst & Ernst, Detroit, Michigan.
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3. Select the university where
work is to be performed.

the

4. Meet with representatives of the
university to discuss objectives and
the best means of accomplishment.
It must be recognized that universities
typically prefer pure research projects in
scientific fields. On the other hand, the
sponsoring company is usually interested in
applied research in the areas of product
improvement or development, by-product
utilization, etc. These two positions can
be reconciled if the program's objectives or
methods of investigation are of interest to
scientific personnel or involve some work in
one of the basic sciences. It is essential
that the university and the grantor agree
on the scope of the program, and also the
form and extent of interim and final reports. It should be clearly understood that,
as is the case in all research, the program
is undertaken on a "best- effort" ba ;is and
that the expenditure of a certain sum of
money will not necessarily guarantee the
production of a specified end result.
A budget for research expenditures is
very difficult to establish. However, after
the company has decided upon an annual
amount which can be reasonably spent for
this purpose, either a one -year program or
a study continuing over several years can be
proposed. If the program is to extend for
more than o— year, the agreement with
the university should include the following
provisions:
I. Grants should be paid in install-

ments, rather than as one amount
at the beginning of the program.
2. Unused funds at the end of one

year should reduce the following
year's installment. However, they
may be used to supplement or enlarge the original program.
3. The program should be subject to
cancellation at the end of any year,
at the grantor's option.
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.4. Unexpended funds at the end of
the program may be returned to
the grantor if requested.
Amounts paid by the company under
such a program would presumably be deductible for Federal income tax purposes
as research and development expenses in
connection with the company's trade or
business, assuming the company so elects.
The selection of the university is usually
made on the basis of personal knowledge
of the institution or the reputation of its
stronger departments in specific research
areas. The company's industry association
or technical pa pers pu blished in trade journals may also be of assistance in making
the choice. If at all possible, it is desirable to select an institution near the company's offices so that close liaison with the
program can be maintained.
In addition to technical objectives and
financial arrangements, the final agreement
should cover such points as the university
personnel to be assigned to the work, allocation of budgeted program costs between
personnel, overhead, equipment and other
costs, confidentiality of information, assignment of patent rights to the grantor, ownership of equipment, models and supplies
remaining at the end of the program, etc.
After discussion and resolution of these
matters with university officials, the final
agreement can be prepared and executed
and the company's research program is on
its way.
Research work through the medium of
university grants offers flexibility both as
to cost and technical objectives. It makes
available excellent staff and facility capabilities yet does not commit the company
to a continuing heavy burden of expense.
Any company concerned with growth and
product improvement will find this type of
program to be a valuable technique in the
administration of funds for research purposes.
N.A.A. BULLETIN

Things Learned in the Installation of Direct Costing
by JOHN V. JAMES
we believe that
I the accounting function
exists priN

OUR

C OMPANY

marily for the purpose of aiding management in the planning, coordination,
control, and protection of the business.
The installation or conversion to direct
costing, therefore, had as its primary
objective the development of new and
improved operating tools for various
levels of operating management. Described in this paper are the problems
encountered and their solution as we
experienced them.
Thorough Change Needed;
Expectations
Clark Bros. Company is a major
division of Dresser Industries. Dresser
is the parent company of a group of
companies that manufacture and sell
a broad range of equipment and
supplies primarily to the oil, gas,
chemical, and general manufacturing
industries. Clark Bros. is a major manufacturer of engines, compressors and
gas turbines used in these industries.
Sales outlets and product applications
are world -wide in scope. Manufacturing facilities of the company consist
of three large -size plants and a
foundry containing the usual array of
tools and machines required to manufacture heavy machinery and equipment.
The parent company has developed

a very comprehensive and modern financial control program which embraces all facets of our business from
manufacturing to distribution and related activities. Modern techniques of
forecasting, budgetary control, and
formalized accounting procedures have
been used for a number of years, to
provide management with factual and
realistic data on operations and to direct and guide its activities toward
planned profit objectives.
The program for converting to direct costing, therefore, involved a complete review of our company's entire
accounting structure. Since we believe
in highly refined planning and control
programs, it was essential that all accounting data used for planning, as
well as operations review and control,
be converted to a direct -cost basis.
Clark Bros. had employed standard
costs for a number of years, using conventional whole -cost accounting methods. All accounting data in use prior
to installation of direct costing was
based on allocations incorporated in
standard -cost procedures. We realized
that nothing less than a complete review of our accounting structure and
organization was necessary to fully
utilize the advantages of the direct cost approach.
Our top corporate and executive
management believed that adoption of

JOHN V. JAMES, Dallas Chapter (Elmira Area, 1948), is Controller, Dresser Industries,
Inc., Dallas, Texas. Formerly Vice- President - Finance of its subsidiary, Clark Bros. Co.,
Olean, N. Y., Mr. James has held executive accounting positions with Corning Glass
Works and Carr Consolidated Biscuit Co. He is a graduate of Wharton School of
Finance, University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Ja mes is a previous contributor to the Bulletin.
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direct costing with the resulting segregation of variable and capacity costs
would make accounting and financial
reports:
1. More useful as control tools for
all levels of management.
2. Instrument for highlighting the
effect of changing volume on
costs and profits.
Further, it was believed that segregation of variable and capacity costs
would facilitate analyses and understanding of the contributions of various product lines to corporate profits
and would materially improve our
appraisal and review of various categories of operating expense.
Planning and Problems

Obviously the initial task was to
identify the changes necessary to effect
the planned conversion. Since we firmly
believe that there is no substitute for
comprehensive and thorough planning
in all parts of our business, we placed
considerable emphasis in organizing
and planning our conversion to direct
costing. A complete study was accomplished as follows.
Step 1. Review of all accounting
and financial information required by
the various levels of operating management, as well as general information required for protective or audit
purposes. This was done by review of
existing reports to determine the
changes required, as well as by conferences with various levels of operating management. From this review,
we were able to develop suggested
forms for reporting to various parts of
our organization and to outline the
basic information required for reporting purposes.
Step 2. Study and determine the
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changes necessary in our chart of accounts and basic accounting system to
generate the data required for basic
accounting records and reports. Having determined the reporting requirements and basic changes required in
our chart of accounts, the next step
was to review the accounting changes
involved in:
I . Recording and processing basic
accounting translations.
2. Summarizing data by organizational responsibility for control
reporting, as well as compiling
the data in the form required
for financial reporting and audit
purposes.
It was recognized that many accounting procedures would require
change, not only for historical record keeping and reporting purposes but
also, and of greater importance, to
convert our forecasting and budgetary
control programs to a comparable direct -cost basis.
Step 3. Concurrently a survey was
made of the educational or orientation program required to make sure
that our accounting organization knew
what was required and understood the
principles involved in direct costing, so
that it would participate in this program and play an important role in
"selling" the results to all levels of
management with whom it had contact.
Step 4. The last and most important
step was to establish a time schedule
for installation and completion of each
of the changes required in our program for conversion to direct costing.
Our experience in converting to and
installing direct costing revealed that
the problems encountered in carrying
out the foregoing steps, and the soluN.A.A. B ULLETIN
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tion to those problems, fall within
three general categories. They may
best be summarized as:
Technical accounting problems
involved in establishing a direct cost system or, to state it another way, accounting problems
involved in generating the basic
data required for direct -cost reporting.
Problems involved in "selling"
the direct -cost program to varilevels of operating management.
Problems involved in organizing
and training our accounting
force to administer the direct cost program and to analyze and
interpret reports and results for
management.
Technical Accounting Problems
Segregation of fixed (capacity) and
variable costs. The first requirement
was the segregation of fixed and variable costs. Although review of accounting literature indicated that this was
a complex problem to many companies, we believed that our basic chart
of accounts was sufficiently detailed to
provide the information needed and
that our proposed departmental designations would enable us to make this
segregation without difficulty. Departmental or cost center designations were
revised so that we eliminated so- called
"split" departments containing both
variable and fixed or, as we choose to
call them, capacity costs. Each department or cost center would not only
indicate the nature of the expense, but
also the phase or activity to which it
relates. By segregating or classifying
departments as either variable or capacity cost departments, we were able to
establish:
1. The reason why the cost was inMARCH, 1962

curred and thus identify the expense as variable or constant.
Assign responsibility for cost
control.
What was done about service departments which render services to
both the variable and capacity cost
departments? These were set up to
charge out all costs on a sold- service
basis, so that the expense is purchased
by the receiving department and classified by use. In the case of those expenses which cannot be identified
separately when incurred, such as fuel,
water and power, the expense was
analyzed to determine the amount of
constant or capacity costs. The remainder is charged to variable cost departments. After some review and analysis of past records, this proved a
satisfactory solution to this problem.
The budget basis for controls in variable departments is based on machine- hours, man - hours, etc., depending upon the type of department involved. Constant or capacity costs of
overhead departments are budgeted on
a step basis related to the planned
volume of activity. To explain further
our application of step budgets, with
relatively simple analysis, base levels
of spending were determined for each
capacity cost department. Further, we
recognized that significant changes in
production would require additional
expenditures for clerical and indirect
labor, supplies, travel, etc. Depending
upon the function or department, we
were able to determine the amount of
expense for each major production or
activity level. These activity levels were
based on shifts per day, days per week,
or the number of production units operating. The budget for each step was
then established to represent the amount
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S t a t e m e n t of E a r n i n g s ( 0 0 0 O m i t t e d )

Actual
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Inventory ad jus tment
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%
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%
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10 0 . 0

$ +600
-100
+�

$2100
100
100.0

37M
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$ -375
- 25
45 . 0
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80
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$- 2 5
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+
5
- 30
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90#
$ 260

$ 310

T-- - 6b
15.5

80*
10.4

$ 230

$ +100

11 . 5

$+ 4 0

-

10

$+

30

T h i s a m o u n t r e p r e s e n t s t h e n e t c h a n g e i n t h e a m o u n t of c a p a c i t y
o r p e r io d c o s t a llo c a t e d t o in ve n t o ry fo r the c u r r e n t mo n t h . F o r
d e t a i l s of t h e c o m p u t a t i o n , s e e E x h i b i t Z.

EXHIBIT 1
of ex p en se exp ect ed in these capacity -

tory va lues deri ved u n d e r direct -cost

cost or overhead departments if operations were carried out at the particular
level for a prolonged time period.
By this means, budgetary control
programs incorporated not only a distinction between the types of control
required for variable and capacity costs
but also provided to management operating tools which they understood
and which they could apply directly to
the control of overhead departments.
Inventory values posed the next
technical problem, since it was essential to maintain full inventory values
on a basis consistent with the former
whole -cost methods. We had to determine methods of adjusting inven-

system to include an apportionment of
capacity costs or overhead, to maintain inventory values consistent with
prior years. Although several alternate
methods were considered for making
this adjustment, the course decided
upon was as follows.
For each category of inventory, such
as finished units and work in process,
separate accounts are maintained for
materials and variable labor and overhead. The material cost is principally
the cost of purchased materials. Variable labor and overhead represent the
conversion cost expended on these materials to produce a unit or parts.
Using budgeted rates, the direct cost
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Ana l ys i s of P e ri o d C o s t C om pl e me n t I n v e n t or y

Period cost complement
Total i nventory value
excluding material

90 ,
45 ,
60 ,
50,

640,000

$

Net
change

550,00 0

$ 640,000

$ 550,000

$1,280,000
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I

An al ys i s of P e r i o d Cos t C o mp l e m e n t Ad j us t m e n t
Pe rio d co s t co mp l e me n t i n v en t ory acco un t :

#
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$ 640,000
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10 0 0/ c o f $ 5 50 , 00 0
N e t change

$

go,

55 0, 00 0
00 0

Re p re s en t s a red uctio n or cre di t t o i n ve n t ory an d a ch arge
t o c u r r e n t m o n t h earnings.

Explanation o f C o m p u t a t i o n
F r o m t h e annual m a s t e r m a n u f a c t u r i n g b u d g e t , w h i c h
is bas e d on normal capaci t y, t he rat i o of cap aci t y co s t s
to vari abl e m anu factu r in g co s ts has be e n d et e rm i ne d
t o b e 10 0 01c. T h e r e f o r e i t c a n b e s a i d t h a t f o r e a c h $ 1
of v a r i a b l e l a b o r a n d o v e r h e a d a b s o r b e d w e s h o u l d
al s o ab s o rb $1 in cap aci t y co st s .
I t t h e n f o l l o w s l o g i c a l l y , t h a t t h e v a l u e of c a p a c i t y
co st s carri e d i n t h e inv ent ory accou nt fo r t he period
c o s t c o m p l e m e n t s h o u l d b e m a i n t a i n e d a t 1 0 0 0/ c o f v a r i ab le l a b o r a n d o v e r h e a d .
T hu s , in t he i l l us t rat i on above , the re q u i r e d ba l a nc e
i n the p e r i o d c o s t c o m p l e m e n t a c c o u n t i s d e t e r m i n e d
to be $ 550, 000 ( 1001c of variab le labor a n d o v e r h e a d a t
the end of the pe r i od ) . An e nt ry i s m a d e adj us t i ng t he
p e r i o d c o s t c o m p l e m e n t f r o m $ 6 4 0 , 0 0 0 - - t h e b e gi n n i n g
b a l a n c e - - t o $ 5 5 0 , 0 0 0 , w i t h a corresponding a d j u s t me nt t o e a rn i ngs of $ 90, 000.
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inventory value of labor and overhead
is readily determined from standards
established for each operation or.job.
Since inventory values of material are
identified by job, continuous records
are maintained on the flow or change
of inventory values in the shop.
To convert direct -cost inventory
values to a whole -cost basis for balance
sheet reporting, the ratio of period or
capacity costs to variable costs was determined, based on our budget program, and variable labor and overhead
cost adjusted accordingly. For example,
if the ratio of capacity costs to variable
costs in a group of departments is one
to one, we could say that, for every
dollar of variable labor and overhead
in inventory, we must add a dollar
to inventory value for the capacity
costs involved, in order to derive full
balance sheet values. Exhibit 1 shows
the location of the inventory adjustment on the profit and loss statement
and Exhibit 2 shows its calculation,
designated as a fixed cost complement.
It is in this manner that we keep our
inventory at whole costs. The capacity
costs to be added to inventory are
classified in a separate inventory asset
account. This enables us to tie -in our
profit and loss statement and balance
sheet in a conventional manner.
We found that the problem of adjusting inventory values for full balance sheet valuation was, in fact, relatively simple and posed no significant
problems. Obviously, the overhead
rates used for adjustment of variable
cost values to full costs were carefully
reviewed to eliminate any distortion or
error and to make sure that excess
capacity costs are excluded from inventory values. In this respect, accepted
accounting principles are followed for
inventory valuation.
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Clerical work and monthly closings.
Direct costing has simplified and reduced our clerical work, because the
problem of cost allocations has been
eliminated. As far as its impact on
closing practices goes, it has aided our
program for speeding up our monthly
closing process. We now have a scheduled closing three days after the close
of the month and are aiming for a
two -day closing.
Forecasting. Direct costing has had
a very real impact on our forecasting
and budget program. First, the segregation of variable and capacity cost
by major activity or function provided
a logical and realistic basis for budget
planning, in addition to pinpointing
control of cost by responsibility. The
difficulty of allocating or apportioning
fixed costs to variable production departments was eliminated. This also removed the "crutch" so frequently used
by supervisors when they are asked to
explain variances over which they have
no direct control. As a result of installation of direct costing and the
elimination of arbitrary allocations, we
have obtained increased participation
and greater acceptance from shop supervisors of our budget program. The
elimination of overhead allocations has
also highlighted the impact of changing or shifting product mix, particularly in products where the ratio of material to variable labor and overhead
varies significantly.
Our term for the contribution margin left when we deduct variable costs
from sales is variable margin. We have
found that the amount of variable
margin available to pay capacity or
overhead costs focuses attention on
those capacity costs which are out of
line or which have not been adjusted
to the prevailing volume of business.
N.A.A. BULLETIN

Variable margin also clearly indicates
the impact on profits resulting from
changing volumes or product mix.
Items in the line which have a low
profit- volume ratio or low variable
margin are thus highlighted for corrective action.
Problems in "Selling" the
Direct Cost Program
to Operating Management
As stated previously, our top corporate and executive management are
the group basically responsible for direct costing in our company. However,
no attempt was made to impose the
concept upon lower levels of plant or
division management. Instead, it was
"sold" on the basis that it could and
would give a clearer picture of operations. We changed our report to a
direct -cost basis, then had our accounting staff work with all levels of supervision to explain the changes we made
and what we were trying to achieve.
We solicited comments and suggestions on design of reports and furnished reference figures, such as gross
margin, so that supervisory management could better understand the difference between direct - costing and
whole -cost methods.
We found our lower level of management quick to grasp the concept
and accept it for use in controlling
operations. Our product division managers were also quick to sense its aid
in pinpointing impact on profit of
changing sales volume or product mix.
In short, very few problems developed
in "selling" the concept to all levels
of operating management. It proved to
be something easily understood, not
complicated by purely accounting interpretations usually involved in whole cost accounting methods.
MARCH. 1962

Problems in Organizing and
Training Our Accounting Force
Far more problems appeared in the
area of training our accountants than
all the others combined. At the time
we planned the conversion to direct
costing, we believed that an educational and orientation program in direct
costing was required. Although we had
confidence in the technical abilities of
our people, we knew they had little or
no experience in any practical application of direct costing.
Our accounting personnel is composed of graduates of many leading
universities and individuals who have
had experience with public accounting
firms. We believed that their technical
competence as accountants was superior to that found in most companies
of our size. Further, we had operated
a fairly comprehensive financial control program using budgetary controls,
forecasts, and profit planning techniques, for a period of years, so that
our people were familiar with these
tools. We found, however, that we
had very few who had done any reading or indeed much thinking about the
concepts of direct costing. Obviously
their technical competence left much
to be desired in handling a system
conversion. We attempted to correct
this by assembling the significant literature on the subject and conducting a
formal review and discussion program.
This program was supplemented by
a discussion, also, of the proposed new
forms of reporting changes to our accounts and processing methods and
procedures for analyses of variance
from plan or budget. This was done to
develop a more thorough understanding of the direct -cost approach, as
applied to all levels of management
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reporting. The review also covered
manufacturing budget reports for
variable and overhead departments, divisional and company profit and loss
statements, and analyses and reports
on specific contracts or products. In
addition, we compared results using a
whole -cost basis and a direct -cost basis
to increase the individual's proficiency
in analysis and interpretation of the
various reports which they prepared.
In essence, the measure of an accounting organization is its ability to
present management with factual data,
properly interpreted, which can be used
to measure operations or results, and
to provide a basis for intelligent management decisions. If the accountant is
unable to inspire use of the information he provides, because of his own
lack of understanding, then he is not
giving the service for which he is paid,
nor is the organization achieving the
maximum benefit of his activities. In
making a system conversion, it is obvious that the entire accounting organization must understand and promote
the changes to obtain maximum results. This cannot be done effectively
by one or two people in a large organization. If the information generated by the accounting organization is
to be useful to all levels of management, it must first be understood by
all levels of supervision in that organization.
Our conversion to direct costing
really provided an insight into the
capabilities of our accounting personnel and pinpointed the areas in which
they needed help to make them become
more valuable members of our organization.
Advantages of the Installation
We are avid, enthusiastic believers
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in direct costing. Although the conversion to direct costing involved considerable organizing and planning, as
well as resolution of various problems,
the effort expended was more than
justified, since it has provided the
means and opportunity to better serve
the needs of management. Specifically,
some of the advantages which we have
experienced may be cited as:
1. Improved communication. Our
division and product managers
fully understand the concepts of
direct costing. They understand
that they derive sales revenue,
that they incur certain out -ofpocket cost to generate their
revenue and that the remaining
margin contribution must not
only pay the total costs of operating their organization but
provide an adequate return on
investments.
2. Improved analysis of profit contributions of product lines by
readily identifying the variable
margin contributions generated
by each product. This, of course,
provides essential information
for improving pricing practices
and analyses relative to continuing or dropping a product
line, etc.
3. Improved control of costs by
identifying the points at which
costs are incurred and also who
is responsible for their incurrence. Costs are charged only to
those who can exercise control
of their incurrence.
To relate the many, many advantages offered by direct costing would
be superfluous in this presentation.
Suffice it to say we believe that accountants not utilizing the advantages
of direct costing are neglecting real
opportunities to increase their effectiveness to their management.
N.A.A. BULLETIN

Balancing the Considerations for a Company
Thinking of Direct Costing
by PAUL R. WALSH

accounting literature has
R given much
consideration to the
ECENT

relative merits of direct costing and
absorption costing. There are strong
advocates of each method. Absorption
costing has been employed longer, and
appears to have the greatest number
of proponents. Recent evidence indicates that interest in direct costing has
become increasingly widespread.
Will direct costing or absorption
costing better enable Signode's financial division to furnish management
with reports that will be accurate, understandable, useful, and provide information acceptable to public accountants and the U.S. Treasury Department? Embodied in the present
study are certain facts which should
aid in arriving at an answer to that
question. The primary responsibility
of the accountant is to give management what it needs, understands, and
wants, based upon sound accounting
principles. The final decision of the
method to be employed must give considerable attention to these factors.
This paper discusses the absorption
and direct costing methods, pointing
out the differences and analyzing the
claimed advantages and disadvantages.
The writer has reviewed and digested
pertinent articles in available literature in the light of operations and

present cost accounting practices at
Signode.
Absorption Costing
Services the Long Term
Absorption costing may be defined
as that method of cost accounting
which provides for the allocation of
all service departments' costs to productive operations, resulting in both
fixed and variable factory expenses
being included in cost of goods sold
and inventories. Throughout the remainder of this paper the term absorption costing will carry this meaning. Absorption costing has not remained static. Weaknesses have been
discovered and improvements have
been made. Even today there is room
for improvement without going over to
a different system. Some of the major
changes are worthy of mention in
order to develop background material
that should prove useful in arriving at
conclusions for a particular company.
Early absorption costing provided
for the assignment of actual costs incurred during a period to the production of the period. As can be readily
seen, some of the indirect costs were
not known until the end of the accounting period. Management found
itself not able to exercise much con-

CPA, Chicago Chapter, 1952, is Chief Cost Accountant, Signode Steel
Strapping Company, Chicago, Illinois. He has been with his company for ten years.
PAUL R. WALSH,
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trol, since the product had been completed before the cost was known. In
addition, unit cost fluctuated with the
volume of production. During periods
of low production, a greater amount
of factory expense per unit was added
to prime cost to ascertain unit cost.
This resulted from the fact that there
was less production to absorb the total
factory expense. The fact that identical products could be produced under
identical conditions with identical direct material and direct labor costs,
yet vary considerably in total costs,
created problems in making analyses
and decisions.
Recognizing these weaknesses, the
cost accountant introduced the "normal burden" principle. Since management provides the organization and
equipment for a normal volume of
production for a series of years, it
was realized that a year or less is too
short a period for the development of
an adequate overhead rate. Consequently, the practice of predetermining an overhead rate based on normal
production for a series of years was
initiated. Production was charged for
overhead on this rate. This practice
remedied some of the weakness of the
previous method. Management was
now able to maintain better control
of costs. There was less fluctuation in
unit costs due to changes in the volume of production. Product costs
based on the absorption of overhead
at normal volume were useful as
guides in pricing and product- selection
decisions, since distortion caused by
short - period volume fluctuations had
been leveled somewhat.
However, very rarely would the predetermined overhead absorbed under
such a method be the same as the actual overhead expense of the period.
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Therefore, over- and under - absorbed
overhead resulted. When actual expense was more than the charge produced by multiplying the predetermined rate by production, the difference was under - absorbed overhead.
This difference was considered a cost
of idle capacity and charged against
income of the period. When actual
overhead expense was less than the
charge produced by multiplying the
predetermined rate by production, the
difference was over - absorbed overhead.
When this difference was significant it
was credited to inventory, reducing
inventory to actual cost to avoid anticipating profits.
Although the use of normal volume
represented an improvement over previous methods, there were some inherent weaknesses. Under- and over absorbed overhead could not be separated into portions attributable to expense and to volume. The question
always arose as to just how accurate
the normal - volume computation was.
This method was not helpful in determining how individual costs or
groups of costs would vary with short term production fluctuations. Being
based on long -range normal volume,
such a rate was inadequate for short term computations. Disposition of the
over- and under - absorbed overhead
balances distorted the profit picture.
The next important development designed to give management better control of unit product costs was the
introduction of the flexible budget.
Some companies incorporated this
budget in their accounting systems;
others did not. Those that failed to
do so used it as a supplement. The
budget was prepared at various levels
of plant production, for which the
variable and fixed factory expenses
N.A.A. B ULLETIN

were separated. The overhead rates
were predetermined at the various
levels of production. Once the level
of activity was ascertained, it was necessary only to select the budget and
overhead rate which came closest to the
level of activity. Under this plan,
when actual production varies from
anticipated production, revised costs
could readily be prepared in order that
management would be in a position
to maintain better control.
In most cases the flexible budgets
still include fixed factory expenses,
which creates problems in the analysis
of short -term cost, volume, and profit
relationships. Management is still
faced with the necessity of obtaining
special or supplementary reports in
order to arrive at short -term cost, volume and profit decisions in instances
where absorption costing is being
employed. For this, many companies
prepare flexible budgets, break -even
charts, marginal income analyses, and
special reports to supplement their
regular accounting procedures. These
help management control costs and
compare costs and profits when deciding between alternatives. Still, the
strong point of absorption costing is
that it provides management with the
information necessary to establish
long -term prices and many long -term
policies.

this method, the circumstance that a
cost varies with volume or does not,
determines whether it should be classified as fixed or variable. Costs which
do not vary with volume are considered fixed. Fixed cost is considered a
period cost, while variable cost is considered a product cost.
The marginal income concept is inherent in the method of direct costing.
Direct materials, direct labor, and variable manufacturing expenses comprise
the cost of sales. The difference between sales and cost of sales represents
the gross margin over cost. Direct
Felling expenses are deducted from the
gross margin over cost to obtain the
merchandising margin available to
meet the period costs and provide a
profit for the period.
At present, the vast maiority of the
advocates of direct- costing recommend
its use in interim statements but there
appears to be a great degree of reluctance to use it in published statements. Apparently, this reluctance is
due to the fact that many accountants
doubt whether it conforms with generally accepted accounting. principles
and whether it is acceptable to the
S. Treasury Department.
This brief look at direct costing is
extended below in terms of a discussion of its claimed advantages and disadvantages.

Direct Costing and the
Separating of Fixed and
Variable Costs

Claimed Advantages of
Direct Costing

Direct costing was intended to
remedy the weakness of absorption
costing, the failure to separate fixed
and variable manufacturing costs. It
requires that consideration be given
to fixed and variable costs. Under
MARCH. 1962

Claimed Advantage ]—Costs which
are functions of time are recognized
in the income account in the period
in which they are incurred and only
those costs are deferred and matched
against future income which are functions of output.
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Proponents of direct costing contend that this advantage makes it no
longer necessary to determine normal
volume. This eliminates the need for
the accountant to relate normal volume
to the estimated life of the assets. This
is true for short -term analyses and
prices, but what about long -term analyses and prices? Opponents contend
that a cost should be charged to the
income of the period that is to derive
the benefit of it, or that, if it represents an "over- the -dam" loss, it should
be charged to income of the current
period. Thus, relationship between
fixed manufacturing expenses and
production cost is reflected in an asset.
If expenditures are made in a given
period to create an asset, should not
the production determine the benefit
obtained ?
Then there is the question of the
validity of the direct costing cost classifications. What costs are variable
and what costs are fixed? The more
complex the manufacturing operation,
the greater the complications in separating fixed and variable costs. Proponents of direct costing maintain that
every expenditure, in relation to the
volume of output, can be regarded
either as varying directly with volume
or entirely independent of it. However, one faced with the necessity of
classifying factory expense into that
portion which is variable and that portion which is fixed meets with some
difficulty. Generally, he will first conclude there are three classifications:
fixed, semivariable, and variable. The
separation of the semivariable into
fixed or variable elements leads to
further complications. Under certain
conditions of production an expense
may be considered variable, but the
same expense might be fixed under
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other conditions.
Claimed Advantage 2 — Direct costing produces a monthly gross profit
which varies directly with sales, regardless of manufacturing activity.
The proponents of direct costing cite
illustrations showing that, under the
absorption method of costing, the
amount of profit varies in the same
plant under the same conditions of
production when the relationship between sales and production varies. This
result is obtained because varying
amounts of fixed manufacturing expense will be included in inventory
and cost of sales under the absorption
method. Under the direct costing
method, the fixed manufacturing expense will be charged to income. When
both sales and production are at normal volume, operating profit is the
same under both methods of costing.
If sales are at normal volume and
production at one -half normal volume,
operating profit is less under absorption costing than under direct costing.
When sales are at one -half of normal
volume and production is at normal
volume, operating profit is greater under absorption costing. When production is larger, absorption costing measures higher profits. When sales are
larger, direct costing measures higher
profits.
It has been pointed out that there
is a difference between a manufacturing and a mercantile enterprise. Some
accountants believe that the measure
of performance of a manufacturing
company should give effect to both
sales and production volume. Under
this viewpoint, it is proper to show
differing results because of changes in
production activity as well as changes
in sales activity. Preparation for expected business — building inventories,
N.A.A. BULLETIN

is thus regarded as both prudent and
profitable.
The accountant charges selling, administrative and general expenses to
income in the period in which they
are incurred. Proponents of direct
costing usually point out the similarity
of fixed manufacturing expense to
these expenses. However, there is one
major difference. Fixed manufacturing expenses are clearly associated with
tangible assets, i.e., the inventory produced.
Claimed Advantage 3— Direct costing results in more useful information to management, since the income
account discloses on its face the gross
margin available for absorption of all
fixed expenses, regardless of the type,
and thus more clearly sets forth the
effect on profits of volume fluctuations
and provides easily understandable
data as to the effects of cost fluctuations on the break -even point.
It will have to be admitted that direct costing does furnish management
with useful information on the face
of the statement and that this is valuable for short -term analysis. However,
the same information can be furnished
management through special reports in
instances where absorption costing is
employed. There is no one absolute
answer to the question of whether the
financial statements resulting from
direct costing are more useful than
financial statements resulting from absorption costing.
For long -term planning and pricing,
fixed cost must be added to other
costs to determine full costs. Advocates of direct costing admit this fact.
Proponents of absorption costing contend that, since full cost information
is required, it might as well be a part
M A R C H , 1962

of the general financial statements.
Under direct costing, caution must be
exercised in order that the product
not be under - priced.
Claimed Advantage 4 —In a multiproduct company, management can
readily ascertain the relative profitability of the various products as a guide
in selecting the items to be made and
deciding how the emphasis is to be
distributed in selling.
Statements displaying marginal income by various product classification
ar° regarded by companies as one of
the most useful features of direct costing. Usefulness of direct costing for
product selection and emphasis is aided
by the ease wan which cost and profit
differences for different volumes of
individual products can be ascertained.
Direct costing offers considerable aid
in answering such questions as:
1.

Which products should be emphasized in order to obtain a
more profitable sales mix?

2. How many units must be sold

to realize the desired net profit
(or investment return) from a
product, sales outlet, or other
segment?
i. How much additional volume
will be necessary to maintain
present profits following an action which reduces sales realization or increases selling expenses?
1. Will profits be improved by
dropping an unprofitable product, territory, or customer?
It is possible for management to
receive the same aid in answering the
above questions when absorption costing is used. Special reports or supplemental reports may be prepared to
furnish the desired information.
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Claimed Disadvantages of
Direct Costing
Claimed Disadvantage 1 — Stated
amount of working capital is decreased.
Opponents of direct costing claim
that, since fixed manufacturing expenses have not been included in inventory, the cost of the inventory is
understated; therefore, the working
capital is understated. This is usually
not of great importance to companies
whose credit position is strong. It
might happen, however, that it would
be necessary to obtain a creditor's consent to modify the definition of working capital embodied in a contract before changing to direct costing as a
basis for costing inventories. On the
whole, this disadvantage has not been
an important obstacle to the adoption
of direct costing.
Claimed Disadvantage 2 — Complete
manufacturing cost is not determined
in the process of costing production,
and supplementary allocation of fixed
overhead on normal or some other
volume -base must be made to provide
product costs for long -range pricing
and other long -range decisions.
Proponents of direct costing admit
the necessity of arriving at full cost,
and contend that special reports can
be formulated for this purpose.
Claimed Disadvantage 3—Some accountants question the acceptability of
direct costing as a basis for costing
inventory in financial statements prepared for stockholders and the public
at large, as well as its use for tax
purposes.
The majority of the proponents of
direct costing have confined their recommendation for its adoption to interim reporting for internal use. The
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present claimed disadvantage is concerned with external use. Since the
direct costing method does not provide
for the inclusion of fixed manufacturing expense in inventory, some accountants question whether this practice conforms to generally accepted
accounting principles. In a short form
audit report, the certified public accountant's opinion includes the following phrase "... and were prepared
in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles . . . ". In Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 in
which the Committee on Accounting
Procedure of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants restated its pronouncements up to 1953
it is recognized that:
"The primary basis of accounting
for inventories is cost, which has
been defined generally as the price
paid or consideration given to acquire an asset. As applied to inventories, cost means in principle the
sum of the applicable expenditures
and charges directly or indirectly
incurred in bringing an article to its
condition and location. —The exclusion of all overhead from inventory
cost does not constitute an accepted
accounting procedure."
Thus, there is considerable doubt
whether the public accountant can say
that direct costing is in conformity
with generally accepted accounting
principles. However, it must be said
that A.R.B. 43 does not clearly rule
out the possibility.
It appears that there are interacting
forces which will determine whether
the inventories resulting from direct
costing will be considered to be in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. There will, perhaps, be a reluctance on the part of
N.A.A. BULLETIN

the public accountant to give full
acceptance to this system until it enjoys more widespread use and is acceptable to the U. S. Treasury Department. On the other hand, the latter
might accept it when it is accepted
by public accountants and gains widespread use. Widespread acceptance by
industry will, perhaps, be the greatest
influencing factor.
As to the specific attitude of the
Internal Revenue Service, Regulation
1.471 -3 defines inventory cost in the
case of merchandise produced by the
taxpayer to be:
"1. The cost of raw materials and
supplies entering into or consumed in connection with the
product,
2. Expenditures for labor,
3. Indirect expenses incident to
and necessary for the production of the particular article,
including in such indirect expense a reasonable proportion
of management expenses."
Since inventories resulting from absorption costing are most generally
used and since consistency is given
importance by the Revenue Agents,
serious problems may arise in attempting to change to the direct costing
method. Income tax problems which
arise at the time of changing from
absorption costing to direct costing
seem to be serious obstacles to wider
use of direct costing.
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No Significant Net Advantages
Either direct costing or absorption
costing can be adjusted to give management what it needs, wants, and
will use. This may be done on the
books of account or by means of
separate statistical reports and analyses.
Each method of costing possesses desirable features lacking in the other.
It is possible to adapt either method
to obtain the results of the other without losing the particular advantages of
a method. Whether direct costing or
absorption costing is used should be
a matter of choice based upon the facts
in the particular situation. Neither
method should be considered entirely
satisfactory in all cases.
The direct costing method is quite
useful in short-term cost- volume -profit
analyses, while absorption costing is
quite useful for long -term analyses.
When the results of both methods
were compared for Signode, there
were no significant differences in final
results. Fixed manufacturing expense
is not a large percentage of total
manufacturing cost, and production
tends to parallel sales. Either direct
costing or absorption costing will enable Signode's financial division to
furnish basic information to management. Each will have to be supplemented to furnish management with
the full information necessary to make
decisions.
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Direct Costing and the Balance Sheet
by GEORGE L. BATTISTA*

A

GREAT DEAL

is being written these days by opponents of direct costing who argue

that any method which excludes fixed overhead from inventories does not resu lt in
valuations which reflect the "true" cost to produce. They argue that an understated inventory will result, causing a distorted working capital ratio. To carry their reasoning to
extremes, they can conceive of a situation where no variable costs are involved in the
manufacture of an article and the balance sheet reflects no inventory despite its physical
existence.
The concept of the balance sheet today requires that it reflect monetary assets, unrecovered costs and the equities in these assets; it is not intended to show "true values."
It is the connecting link between successive income statements and, once a cost has been
recovered through an acceptable matching process, it no longer belongs in the family of
assets, despite the fact that it may still have physical substance. To refu te this rea soning
would require the justification of the long- accepted practice of excluding from the balance
sheet depreciable assets after the cost has been recovered, even though they are still in
operation.
It is the opinion of the author that the proponents of absorption costing are more on
the defensive than are its opponents. Absorption costing has the advantage of the fact
that it has been in use for many years and that it has not had to be defended until the
introduction of direct costing. Proponents of absorption costing are now faced with the
problem of having to answer such questions as: How can we justify the inclusion in inventories of only "normal" overhead? Why ha ve distribu tion costs a lways been excluded
from inventories? How can we justify fixed overhead as a current asset?

would

In my opinion inventories should be included in working ca pital only to the extent that
have been available for other purposes have been invested in
current assets which
inventories. Fixed costs are those costs which would have been incu rred no ma tter what
level of production or sa les were achieved. The working capital expended for fixed costs
was an unavoidable outlay, and the amounts so spent could not have been used for any
other purpose. The variable costs, therefore, are the only amounts representing current
assets invested in inventories. To reason otherwise tends to justify the inclusion of depreciation in inventories. The fact that this is done does not change the fact that it is a
concept which is difficult to comprehend. If depreciation allocated to inventories can be
justified as a current asset, then perhaps there is reason to conclude that all of the depreciation to be absorbed in the current period should be set up as working capital.
It is the conclusion of the au thor that the effect of an accounting concept on the income
statement should be the primary criterion of its standing, and that once it has been
established that a proper matching of costs and revenues has resulted, the balance sheet
will automatically carry proper "values." In any event, we should not allow long- established practices to stand in the way of making progress through improvement.
*Chairman of the Accounting Department, Rider College, Trenton, New Jersey.
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What's Your Progress Curve?
by RAYMOND B. JORDAN*
7 H E

PRO GRE SS CUR VE —An

Aid to Decision - Making" by Dr. B. T. Sanders and E. E.
Blystone which appeared in the July 1961 issue of the N.A.A. Bulletin brings to
mind that there are two schools of thought regarding interpretation of progress curve
results. As all students of the curve realize, a constant slope curve, when plotted on log log coordinates, appears as a straight line. When plotting both individual unit and

1

cumulative average lines, an area of dispute enters the picture concerning which of the
two lines curves from unit one until reaching a point parallel to the other.
The majority of Pacific coast airframe manufacturers, who were the original exponents
of the progress curve, adhere to the principle that the individual unit line is straight
and the cumulative average line curved, as illustrated in Exhibit 1. The principle that
the cumulative average line is straight and the individual unit line curved is illustrated
in Exhibit 2. This latter principle was illustrated in the article referred to and is consistent with my widely -read article in the January 1958 issue of the N.A.A. Bulletin
entitled "Learning How to Use the Learning Curve."

JORDAN- SANDERS - BLYSTONE

AIRFRAME SYSTEM
100

100
GUM[1
LATIVE AVERAGE
10

VERAGE
10

INDIVIDUA
L

INDIVIDUAL UNIT

IT

1

1
1

1

Ito

EXHIBIT 1

1

18

1 0

EXHIBIT 2

This Jordan - Sanders - Blystone interpretation is based upon the philosophy that every
time the production of a produ ct dou bles, the new cumulative average cost is a fixed percentage of the previous cumulative average cost. The airframe interpretation holds that
this percentage applies to the last unit whenever production is doubled rather than to
the cumulative average quantity. A comparison of the two interpretations is as follows:
*Administrator, Cost Systems and Studies, General Electric Company, West Lynn,
Massachusetts.
M A R C H , 196,2
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Jordan - Sanders- Blystone

Airframe System
Unit
First
Second
Fourth
Eighth

Cost
100
80
64
51.2

Units
First
First two
First four
First eight

Cum. average cost
100
80

64
51.2

The presence of the two conflicting principles attaches two entirely different interpretations to progress curve results, depending upon the method used in computing these
results. If the method used consists of measuring the slope of the log -log line by triangulation, protracting or some other method, the results will be identical regardless of which
of the conflicting principles is employed. The results will differ radically, however, if
the method uses measurements in terms of cumulative average or individual units related
to the value of the first unit.
For years, the airframe industry has been looked upon with awe because of the 80percent curve which has been advertised as a consistent airframe learning trend. A comparison between the two systems reveals that an 80-percent result under the airframe
system corresponds to a mediocre 90- percent under the Jordan - Sanders- Blystone interpretation.
A comparison of the two sets of results reveals the following:
Airframe

J -S -B

Airframe

50 %r

75 °/r
80
85

80 %r

60
70

J -S -B
90%
95

90

The moral to this story is: do not accept the implications of any progress rate stated
until you have determined the principle under which the rate was calculated.

Correction
In the article, "Standard Costing Needs Better Variances," by David Solomons in the
December 1961 issue of the Bulletin, the last two sentences of the first full paragraph
on page 37 should read:
"In relation to the actual quantity, BP and SP need not be equal to each other,
and so the quantity rebate variance will not usually be zero. On the second
view, however, the quantity rebate variance is SQ (BP -SP). In relation to the
standard quantity, BP will normally equal SP, so BP — SP = O and the
quantity rebate variance vanishes."
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Acyood These Coma
Books
The Firm: Micro-Economic
Planning and Action

The Accounting Concept
of Realization

Neil W . Chamberlain, McGraw -Hill Book
Company, 330 West 42nd St., New York 36,
N . Y . , 1962, 428 pp., $7.95.

Floyd W . Wi nd al , Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, Michigan State Univ ers ity ,
East Lansing, Michigan, Paper Bound, 1961,
90 pp., $1.

Self- identified as an economics text, this
study of the business enterprise, nevertheless, takes a considered look at many topics
of concern to accountants. As examples,
there are chapters on "T he Balance Sheet
and the Budget," "The Use of Price in
Planning," "The Capital Budget" and "Departures from Plan." In "Budgets and Organization," both decentralization and transfer pricing are considered.

Further identified as "Occasional Paper No.
5," this study of terminology, i.e., the term
"realization," and of the concept behind it
as related to both revenue and cost, concerns the use of the term in identifying the
point at which income statement items are
recognized. The meaning of realization as
a term in law is reviewed and related to
its use as an accounting term.

Pricing: The Critical Decision

Corporate Reporting and
Investment Decisions

American Management Association, 1515 Broadway, New York 36, N . Y . , Paper Bound.
1961, 96 pp. $1.15.

Alan Robert Cerf, Institute of Business and
Economic Research, University of California,
Berkeley, California. Paper Bound, 1961, 177

Proceedings of a Spring 1961 conference on
pricing, this publication gathers together
fourteen papers on the topic, under the
general designation of Management Report
No. 66. Topics treated are diverse, including "T he Importance of Cost in Pricing,"
"T he Return on Investment as a Pricing
Factor" and "Pricing Considerations in the
International Market."
"Cash Flow" Analysis and
the Funds Statement
Perry Mas on, American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, 270 Madison Ar e. , New
York 16, N . Y . , Paper Bound, 98 pp., $1.50.

The Institute's Research Study No. 2, this
separately authored but organizationally supervised project deals partly with the newly
popular topic of cash flow analysis and
partly with the use of related funds statements, citing numerous annual reports of
corporations. Care is tak en to avoid implication that cash flow "substitutes for . . .
net income properly determined."
M A R C H , 1962

PP.
This study is an analysis of features of "a
random sample of 527 annual reports,"
with the objective of assessing degree of annual report disclosure in practice. Improvement over reporting practices of 30 years
ago is noted introductorily. The study
closes with conclusions which point out
existence of "inferior disclosure" at some
points today and uneven requirements, particularly because unlisted companies traded
over the counter escape certain reporting
requirements.
Corporate Debt Capacity
Gordon Donaldson, Division of, Research.
Harvard Business School, Soldiers Field, Bosson 63, Mass., 1961, 294 PP., $4.

At the heart of this study lies an exposition
and exemplification of "an analysis of the
adverse limits of cash flow and of cash
balances in recession periods" as "an approximate index of the risk of cash inadequacy in recession and a rough measure
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of the impact of debt servicing on this
risk." Preceding the development of this
theme, the author presents a review of
"corporate practice in the use of debt."

Techniques of Value
Analysis and Engineering
La wrence D . Mi les, McGraw -Hi ll Book Co.,
330 We l t 42nd St ., N e w Yo r k 36, N . Y . ,
1961, 267 pp ., $8.50.

The author of this book is Ma nager, Value
Service, General Electric Co., where the
technique of watching the yield of costs in
value (rather than just watching costs accumulate and calling the total value) has
been well developed. A seventy -page chapter identifies and details "T he Value Analysis Techniques."

Measurement and Control
of Office Costs
Bi rn, Crot san and East wood, McGraw -Hi ll
Book Co., 330 We s t 42nd Street, N e w Yo r k
36, N . Y . , 1961, 31 8 p p . , $7. 50.

A forthright presentation of the feasibility
of engineered standards for clerical work,
this book embodies advocacy of motion
time measurement (m.t.m.) expressed as
master clerical data (m.c.d.) . Chapter 8
is an introduction to this technique, describing body motions, and is followed by chapters on operations identified as mental, "get
and aside," "supplementary handling elements" and "machine- operating elements."

Standard Manual of Expense
Accounts for Shopping Centers
Co tt St udy Commi t t ee, Com mu ni t y Builders'
Co u nci l, Urban Land I nst it ut e, 1200 18th St .
N . W . , Was hi ngt on 6, D . C . , 1961, Paper
Bo u nd, 26 pp., $5.

The modern -day enterprise represented by
a shopping center derives its income from
rental of "gross leasable area" under varying terms. Its main expenses, detailed in
this manual, relate to building maintenance,
the parking lot, office area services, promo94

tion, taxes, insurance and general expense.
The manual includes account coding and
provides for relationship of the expenses
listed to "natural divisions of expense" such
as "contracted services," "materials and supplies," "utilities," etc.

Bank Cost Accounting
Principles and Procedures
N e w Yo rk Clea ri ng Ho u se Aa o ci a t i o n , 77
Cedar St ., N e w Yo r k , N . Y . , Pap er Bo u n d ,
1961, 61 pp.

A produ ct of the Committee on Accounting
Procedure of the New York Clearing House
Association, this pamphlet identifies bank
earnings units, e.g. branch offices or trust
departments, and provides rules for allocating earnings and expenses to such units.
It also carries on to the concept of activities, such as collection of checks, and the
allocation of department expense in order
to obtain activity unit costs. A third area
of guidance given is the profitability of
functions, of which customer loans would
be an instance.

Management and Financial Controls
for Home Builders
Maurice Seld i n a n d George P. Blo o m , Bu rea u
of
Busi ness
Research, I n di an a Un i versi t y,
Bloo mi ng t on , I n di a na , Paper Bo u n d , 19 61 ,
67 pp.

This is Indiana Business Information Bulletin No. 41. It was prepared for the Small
Business Administration, Washington 25,
D. C. The discussion covers control of
sales, production, cost and investment in
this field and includes a case study, to
which closing pages are devoted.

Convention Proceedings —Part I
Cont rollers Con gress, Na t i o n a l Ret ail Merchants Associ ati on, 100 We s t 31st S t ., N e w
Yo r k 1, N . Y . , Paper Bo u n d , 196 1, 172 pp .,
$2. 25.

Issued as the September 1961 number of
"Retail Control," the Congress' monthly
NAA BULLETIN

publication, these proceedings report the
first of two portions of last May's annual
convention. The second portion constitutes
the October issue, similarly priced. "Unit
Control," "Mechanizing a Smaller Store"
and "T he Human Equation in Installing a
Computer" are among the topics treated.

Executive Compensation
Darinell Corporation, 4660 Ravenswood Are nue, Chicago 40, Illin ois, Loose -leaf, Ten
Sections, $17.30.

The main grouping of this survey is into
compensation practice by type of executive,
e.g., general management, financial, sales,
personnel, production, etc. Salary ranges
are given by size of company, sales and
number of employees serving as indicators
of size. The prevalence of bonus arrangements is also noted. Salary administration
is the final topic of the survey.

Economic Theory and
Operations Analysis
Wi ll ia m 1. Baumol, Prentice -Hall, Inc ., Englewood C l i g i , New Jersey, 1961, 438 pp.,
$9.25.

Starting with "an example from inventory
analysis," this text broadens and deepens its
embrace of both economic theory and business situations in a manner that makes
some readiness with higher mathematics
helpful, perhaps necessary.
Executive Decisions and
Operations Research
Da r i d W . Mi l le r and Ma r ti n K . Starr,
Prentice -Hall, Inc ., Englewood Ch§s , New
Jersey, 1960, 446 pp., $10.

Devoted to implementing a thesis that operations research is a decision- aiding body
of information processing —not a heterogeneous assortment of mathematical techniques —the authors present it, with its
central utilization of models and mathematics, as an "executive responsibility."
Queues

Credit Manual of
Commercial Laws 1962
Ernest A. Rovelstad, Editor, National Association of Credit Management, 44 East 23rd
Street, New York 10, N . Y . , 1962, 771 pp.,
$12.50.

Annually issued to keep the materia l up to
date, this manual covers both Federal and
state statutes dealing with such topics as
sales and use taxes, laws of contract, secured transactions, etc. Chapter 1, separately paged, was prepared to summarize "1961
Federal and State Legislation."

M A R C H , 1962

D . R. Cox and Wa l t er L . Sm ith, John Wiley
6 Sons, Inc., 440 Park Avenue South, New
York 16, N . Y . , 1961, 175 pp., $3.75.

"Written for the operational research worker who is concerned with practical investigations of queuing," this monograph, one
of a series on statistical subjects, draws
nearest to general interest in the chapter on
"Machine Interference." Highly technical,
the subject is, nevertheless, one which bears
on "bottlenecks," the colloquial industrial
term for impeded service because of demand on a facility.
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